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Readers Say

“Modern times demand modern leadership approaches. And 
that’s why The Influential Leader is so important. Rebel Brown 
shares eye-opening insights into the technology of  our minds 
that leader must have to lead others.  The Influential Leader is 
every leader’s handbook for creating the influence and motiva-
tion we need to fuel breakout performance in their teams and 
in themselves.”

John Baldoni
Chair, Leadership Development Practice, N2growth, 

Author, Lead with Purpose

“Rebel Brown shares a unique passion in her book, The Influ-
ential Leader – How to Use the Technology of  our Minds to Influence 
and Win, to fight against dehumanizing our minds at work. She 
lays out unique pathways and fosters choices that fuel increased 
productivity, innovation and collaboration regardless of  where 
you stand at the moment. Readers who run with Rebel’s notion 
of  technology of  our minds, will become transformational lead-
ers that shift tired approaches into new-era opportunities. If  
you find yourself  wondering what the human brain has to do 
with your own life or business success – read this book and 
you’ll reboot your old passions into measurable tools for a finer  
future.”

Ellen Weber PhD
Director, Mita International Brain Center



“Rebel Brown’s new book is both insightful and instructive 
– a masterful work every leader should read. Modern neu-
roscience offers powerful insights into human motivation, 
thinking and behavior, and The Influential Leader applies these  
discoveries to deliver practical leadership practices that prom-
ise to deliver breakout results for ourselves, our teams and our  
organizations.”

Mike Myatt
CEO N2growth, Forbes Leadership Columnist and 

Author, Hacking Leadership 

“Neuroscience is about to have profound influence in many as-
pects of  human endeavor.  Recent, current and future discover-
ies in neuroscience will change how we live.  They will certainly 
change leadership.  The Influential Leader is the first book I have 
read to clearly show the way for this new transformative leader-
ship path.  If  you want to be a successful modern leader, reading 
this book is the essential first step.”

David Houle
America’s Leading Futurist

“What would it mean to your own leadership talents if  you 
could tap the underlying brain science at work with your peers 
and staff ? And what if  you could share these essential insights 
with the leaders throughout your organization, so they could 
multiply your newfound ability to make success happen? Now 
you can, with Rebel Brown’s pathbreaking new ebook, The Influ-
ential Leader. Read it – consume it, as I did! Transform your under-
standing. Transform your business. “

Ted Coine
Co-CEO, SwitchandShift.com
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Readers Say

“Rebel Brown’s books offer outstanding advice from a dynamic 
individual who has proven herself  in the business world, and her 
forthcoming book, The Influential Leader, is no exception!  With 
neuroscience-based insight into the workings of  the human 
mind, Rebel demonstrates how to better motivate your team, 
inspire change and performance, and communicate effectively 
with varying personalities.  This book will guide you through 
shifting the way you think and act in order to become an in-
spired, passionate leader!”

Angela Maiers
CEO, YOU MATTER, Speaker, Writer,  

Passionate Educator

“Long-held beliefs about leadership theory and practices just 
got expanded by The Influential Leader. Rebel Brown presents a 
compelling, fact-fueled, research-supported leadership book, 
sharing how we can integrate more of  our humanity into how 
we lead by understanding how our minds work. If  you are in-
terested in improving how you lead, you definitely need to read 
this book.”

Shawn Murphy
Co-CEO, SwitchandShift.com

“Fascinating! The more you know about what makes people 
tick, the more effective your leadership can and will become. 
Read this book!”

Frank Sonnenberg
Former National Dir. of  Marketing, Ernst & Young 

Management Consulting
Author, Managing with a Conscience
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Readers Say

“If  you’re a leader or a visionary manager, The Influential Leader is 
an important read.  A thought-provoking look at how our minds 
are programmed, and how we can change that programming to 
produce new and better results.”

Randy Gage
Author of  the New York Times bestseller,  

Risky Is the New Safe

“When I started reading Rebel’s book I hoped it was going to be 
great because this is a subject close to my heart.  I am pleased 
to say it isn’t great. It’s Brilliant! Rebel takes complicated details 
and explains them with metaphor and examples in such a way 
that this book can be read and used by academics, students and 
novices alike. My only complaint is she wrote it 20 years after I 
was looking for a book like this when I started in this business! 
Highly recommended.”

Dave Moore PhD
The Moore Consortium,  

Creator of  Human Potential Technology

“Reading The Influential Leader is a must for leaders who seek 
to survive and thrive this “Transformation Decade”; a decade 
where the imperative to optimize the power of  our minds, the 
power of  our ability to ideate, communicate and collaborate 
faster and better has never been more important.  Kudos, Rebel  
Brown for providing leaders and organizations with a new  neu-
ro-business launching point, a practical and powerful guidebook 
for motivating, innovating and actualizing results that are driven 
by the power of  our minds to learn, communicate and lead for-
ward.

Irene Becker
CEO, Just Coach It, Developer of  the 3Q Edge
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Readers Say

“Rebel has done it again. OMG, I couldn’t stop reading The In-
fluential Leader. It is simple but yet profound. This book invites 
you to upgrade your mindware and delete century old files that 
no longer work. Most importantly, she gives you tips, tools, and 
techniques on how to Shift Into Action. Read it, Do it, and Pass 
it on.” 

Simon T. Bailey
Leadership Catalyst, Brilliance Institute and  

Author, Release Your Brilliance

“The Influential Leader is a must read for any leader who wants 
to create high performance teams. By applying the powers of  
neuroscience to our own leadership styles, we can and will fuel 
new levels of  employee performance, productivity and most im-
portantly, job satisfaction.” 

Jane Perdue
Leadership Futurist

Rebel Brown mixes neuroscience and common sense to enable 
you to shift your thinking and transform your leadership. The 
Influential Leader will reprogram the technology guiding your un-
conscious mind freeing you to become the leader and the person 
you always wished you could be! 

Mike Henry
Sr. Chief  Instigator, Lead Change Group

“What if  we could expand our minds to see new opportunities” ... and 
with that opening sentence Rebel Brown captures the essence 
of  creating success. Although she titles the book “The Influ-
ential Leader”, this book is for every human with a dream of  
having a different life. You can read just the chapter headings in 
this book and immediately begin your new journey or sink into 
a chair and ponder the deeper meaning.”

Kate Nasser
The People Skills Coach™ 
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Readers Say

“Success starts with your story - and your story starts with your 
thinking.  Understanding how your mind works is the way to 
understand how to make things work for you - and lead your 
teams in more powerful ways.  Read this book, and understand 
where leadership really begins!”

Chris Westfall
Author of  The NEW Elevator Pitch and  

Bullet Proof  Branding

The Influential Leader shares key lessons from the latest scientif-
ic frontier—the human mind. The insights and lessons in this 
book give leaders the tools they need to achieve optimum per-
formance, in themselves and within their organizations.  

Susan Steinbrecher
Author of  Heart-Centered Leadership

Are you ready to leverage creativity and innovation? In the The 
Influential Leader, Rebel Brown uncovers how our minds work to 
process information and make decisions. She demonstrates how 
we can re-wire our mindware to unlock new levels of  collabora-
tion and productivity. Pick this book up and begin shifting your 
thinking today.

Stan Phelps
Best-Selling Author, Keynote Speaker and 

Consultant

Rebel Brown is one of  the best writers I’ve read on the subject 
of  neuroscience and leadership. The Influential Leader shares key 
insights and provides practical methods to help leaders and their 
teams achieve peak performance. Get a copy for everyone one 
your team!

Jesse Lyn Stoner
Co-author Full Steam Ahead! Unleash the Power of  

Vision and Leading at a Higher Level
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Foreword

We live in a new millennium, a new century, a new age and a 
still new decade. This unprecedented alignment means that 
we are in a time of incredible, transformative change. The 
speed of change has accelerated to the point where we live in 
an environment of continuous and accelerating change. What 
was acceptable and expected ten, five, even three years ago 
is no longer the reality.

When the world, business and the marketplace are in such a 
dynamic state, old ways of doing business, reliable manage-
ment dictums and theories no longer work. Suddenly they all 
feel tired. What we need are new ways of looking at the world, 
new ways to motivate people, new ways to create highly suc-
cessful teams, and new ways to quickly embrace and imple-
ment change.

This book gives us just that.  

As a futurist I have spoken around the world about the fact 
that legacy thinking of the 20th century has propelled us into 
this new century. I have written and spoken about how hu-
manity has left the Information Age and entered the Shift Age. 
I coined the name Transformation Decade for this 2010-2020 
decade. The definition of transformation is ‘a change in na-
ture, shape, character or form’ which means that in this de-
cade most of humanities institutions and ways of thinking will 
change. This means that if you are a CEO or a leader of an 
organization, and you are not actively changing its’ nature, 
shape, character or form, it will fall behind and may not exist 
in 2020.

How to create this change?

One way is by utilizing new information about how our mind 
works and how we can integrate this knowledge into the living 
of a life or the leading of a team or company.
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Foreword

Neuroscience has had incredible breakthroughs just since 
the beginning of this new century. We have learned more in 
this time about the mind than in all the time before. We now 
understand better than ever how we think, how we process 
information, how we are wired. This means that now, for the 
first time we can put incredible new scientific insights into our 
minds to work in making what we do and how we do it better.

The Influential Leader is the best book I have read that does 
exactly this.  Rebel Brown has integrated these new insights 
from Neuroscience into her proven methods of motivation, 
change and leadership.  This combination is not just power-
ful; it is a new paradigm for change leadership today. I simply 
cannot imagine any leader, manager or even self- aware per-
son consuming this book and not taking away something that 
will, in fact, positively and profoundly impact their situation.

Are you ready to change?  Are you ready to find new ways to 
more fully utilize your mind and then integrate this into new, 
enlightened ways to lead?  Are you ready to enrich those you 
lead and infuse them with greater understanding and pas-
sion?

If yes, then turn the page.

David Houle, 
October 2013
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Prologue

Why will we follow the herd, even if it’s right off the cliff?

Why is clear communication so elusive among humans?

Why are some folks so easy to motivate, and others just plain 
difficult?

Why does the prospect of change transform intelligent hu-
mans into irrational beings?

Why do we fail to see the opportunities, and challenges, that 
are right in front of our eyes?

We’ve all seen these patterns of behavior, heard the limited 
thinking in our businesses. We’ve also felt the frustration they 
cause. Regardless of the organization, business model, mar-
ket or products, we all experience these same patterns as 
leaders. 

Why?

I kept asking myself that question every time I’d see the pat-
terns in my consulting work. Why do we do this and think that? 
Why do intelligent professionals seem to don blinders when it 
comes to business and professional performance? 

I had to know. So I began my study of neuroscience. What I 
learned changed my perspectives on we humans in business, 
and in life, forever. It will change yours too. 

I’ve worked with leading edge technology firms for over two 
decades. Yet in my study of the human mind through neuro-
science, I found the most magnificent technology of all – the 
technology of our minds. I learned that the power to change 
beliefs, step into limitless thinking, create a new reality, and 
more, is all in our minds.
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Prologue

Imagine influencing your teams to harness that power into 
breakout business and professional results. You can. Starting 
right now. That’s why I wrote this book. 

Why Does Neuroscience Matter  
to You? 

Whether you’re an entrepreneur starting your own business, 
a CEO of a large corporation, or the leader of a team, you are 
leading humans in business. Thanks to neuroscience - the 
technology of our minds - you can learn how to influence and 
lead people into the next generation of productivity, perfor-
mance and satisfaction.

That’s why neuroscience matters to you.

Neuroscience discoveries are turning traditional beliefs about 
how we think and behave upside down and insight out. The 
more you understand your amazing human mind, the more 
you will confidently throw traditional leadership beliefs into the 
wind. There is a better way to lead. 

This book shares twists and turns within our human minds 
that explain the thought and behavior patterns leaders face 
every single day. When you apply this powerful information to 
your business, you step into a whole new world of leading and 
motivating your team to success.

The technology of our minds is the path to the next generation 
of human performance, in every aspect of business and life. 
That’s why I’m shifting my career focus to share this amazing 
technology with you. You can influence your teams to trans-
form your business. You can create excellence in everything 
you do.

You have the ability to step into your limitless potential, and 
the potential of your teams. It’s right there, in your mind!
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Introduction

Imagine:

Turning your teams into high-performance machines.

Understanding what makes your teams tick, then using 
that information to fuel breakout results. 

Engaging every individual to step beyond the way 
they’ve always done it to power profitable innovation.

You can do this and much more, thanks to the power of our 
minds.

Neuroscience, the study of the technology behind the hu-
man mind, is sharing amazing new knowledge that empow-
ers modern leaders to fuel the next generation of business 
performance. From breakout business results to professional 
and personal success, the power to step into leadership ex-
cellence that drives bottom line results is right there waiting 
for all of us – in our minds.

When we lead in a manner that matches the ways our indi-
vidual minds function, the results are nothing short of extraor-
dinary. By learning how the human mind works, then applying 
that information to individuals and teams, leaders can and will 
influence new levels of productivity, performance, engage-
ment, innovation and employee satisfaction. 

We’re learning more about the technology of our minds 
every day. In many cases, research is proving that  
traditional theories about how we humans operate are not 
necessarily accurate. For example, we traditionally assumed 
that we humans are rational creatures dominated by our con-
scious, logical minds. We now know that isn’t the case. Our 
unconscious minds drive 90- 95% of our1 decisions and be-
haviors. Often, we don’t even know it.
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Introduction

Modern leaders have the opportunity to adopt leadership ap-
proaches that leverage the human mind to influence breakout 
results. The only question is, “What does it take to step into 
this opportunity?”

This book shares lessons and knowledge from a number of 
neuroscience fields, applied to leadership in our modern world. 

– First we’ll learn about the technology of our minds and 
how we really think and respond.

– Then we’ll discuss specific mindware programs that 
often limit our business behaviors and decisions. 
What’s mindware? Just as computers have software, 
our brains have mindware, powerful programs that 
drive our thinking and behaviors. In many ways these 
programs get in the way of our success. We’ll learn how 
to fuel motivation, innovation and growth by shifting our 
organizations and employees beyond these limiting 
programs.

– Next we’ll learn about the fundamental mindware 
programs that drive human behaviors. We’ll examine 
how to leverage these programs to support and inspire 
your individual team members to reach for new levels of 
productivity and success.

How to Use this Book

We are leading humans in business. Every human mind is 
unique, so no two leadership situations are alike. Yet whether 
we’re working with individual employees and teams or peers 
and management, we can call on neuroscience to help us 
influence for a positive result.

This book is designed as a reference book for influential 
leaders in any situation. It shares information and discover-
ies about the technology of our minds, applied to a variety of 
leadership scenarios. 
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Introduction

Each chapter is organized to discuss a) the mindware pro-
gram that drives a specific behavior or thought process and b) 
the shift leaders can make to influence beyond these limiting 
mindware programs and into next generation results.

Different chapters in this book will be applicable to your spe-
cific leadership needs at any point in time. 

You have a choice in how you read and use the information to 
step into influential leadership.

– You can choose to read the entire book, then go back 
and apply the lessons to your leadership roles as they 
unfold.

– You can choose to only read the chapters that are 
relevant to your leadership scenarios today, then read 
other chapters as new scenarios unfold in your daily 
leadership life.

– At the end of Section Two and Three you’ll find summary 
tables that capture the key content of each chapter in 
an easy-to-use reference guide for the section. 

The following table is a guide to help you select the specific in-
formation that is applicable to your leadership role today, and 
tomorrow. Since many chapters are applicable to a number of 
leadership needs, you’ll see chapters repeated in the table.

LEADERSHIP FOCUS CHAPTER (S)
Understanding the Human Mind  1: How Our Mind Really Works

 2:  Leading the Modern Survival 
Mind

Stepping Into Responsibility  9: Leaving the Herd Behind
11: Be the Cause, Not the Effect
12: Blame Begone
20: The Why Behind the What
23:  How We Frame our Decisions
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Introduction

LEADERSHIP FOCUS CHAPTER (S)
Fueling Innovation and Creativity  4: Model Success

 5: Ditch the Status Quo
 8: Shuffle that Deck
 9: Leaving the Herd Behind 
16: Forget that Rearview Mirror
17: Shifting out of the I 

Improving Communication  9: Leaving the Herd Behind 
18:  What’s Your Motivation 

Direction? 21: What Does it 
Take to Convince You?

24: What’s Your Chunk?

Supporting Collaboration and 
Teamwork

 9: Leaving the Herd Behind 
15: Team Beats Turf
22: Sorting Our World
23:  How We Frame our Decisions 
24: What’s Your Chunk?

Driving Next Generation 
Productivity

 4: Model Success
 7:  There’s Upside in the 

Downside
 8: Shuffle that Deck
19: Everyone Has a Preference

Instilling a Positive Focus  4: Model Success
 6:  From Half Empty to 

Overflowing
12: Blame Begone
20: The Why Behind the What

Customer-Driven Thinking 13: Challenge that Consensus
14: Ask Your Buyers
15: Team Beats Turf

Objective Business Decisions and 
Goals

 7:  There’s Upside in the 
Downside 

10: A Dollar is a Dollar 
13:Challenge that Consensus
23:  How We Frame Our Decisions
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Introduction

LEADERSHIP FOCUS CHAPTER (S)
Motivation and Inspiration  4: Model Success

 6:  From Half Empty to 
Overflowing

18: What’s Your Direction?
19: Everyone Has a Preference
21:  What Does it take to Convince 

You?
24: What’s Your Chunk?

Matching People to Their Best 
Jobs
Hiring the Best Person for the Job

17:  Insights into Our Mindware 
18:  What’s Your Direction?
19: Everyone has a Preference
20: The Why Behind the What
21:  What Does it take to Convince 

You?
22: Sorting Our World
23:  How We Frame Our Decisions
24: What’s Your Chunk?

Whether you read the entire book, or choose to select specific 
information, the more you understand about the inner work-
ings of our human minds the more powerful your leadership 
can and will become. 

The power to influence our teams to breakout human perfor-
mance is ours. It’s right here - in our minds.
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Section One

It’s All in Our Minds

What Every Leader Needs to Know About  
the Technology of the Human Mind
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Chapter 1

How Our Minds Really Work

The more we learn about our minds the more we find a com-
plex and highly sophisticated machine. We also discover that 
the keys to leading this machine to deliver peak performance 
are often very different from traditional beliefs about leadership.

Modern research gives us deep and powerful insights into the 
technology of our minds. These insights dramatically enhance 
how we communicate, collaborate, think, analyze and solve 
problems. These same discoveries share new perspectives 
on motivation, inspiration and the performance of individuals 
and organizations.

Why Leaders Should Care About the 
Technology of Our Minds

Modern science has proven that our unconscious minds drive 
the vast majority of our behaviors and decisions. That’s right. 
We are guided by our unconscious minds in more ways than 
we ever knew.

Imagine understanding why your teams’ unconscious minds 
process and respond as they do. Now imagine knowing how 
to communicate directly to influence every employee across 
your organization to reach and then exceed their human po-
tential. 

How can you step into that powerful level of influence? By 
matching your leadership style to the way each individual’s 
mind is programmed to think and respond. 
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How Our Minds Really Work

When you apply the technology of our minds to your leader-
ship, you will:

– Inspire your teams to new levels of innovative and 
creative thinking.

– Create the ideal work environment so that each team 
member excels. 

– Assign roles and responsibilities that exactly match 
each team member’s skills, thinking and motivations.

– Motivate the entire team to engage in clear and 
compelling communication and collaboration. Then 
motivate the entire organization to do the same.

These are a few of the benefits leaders will gain when they 
understand and apply the power of the human mind to create 
highly influential leadership.  

The Technology of Our Minds

Let’s start with a simple overview of how our minds work. 

Quantum biologists have learned that our minds are powerful 
quantum machines. Out of massive amounts of data and limit-
less potential combinations, we select a tiny piece of incoming 
information as our reality. We also use automated mindware 
programs to determine many of our responses, behaviors and 
decisions.

Why does that matter to leaders? Because every person you 
lead has their own unique programs that serve to create their 
own unique reality. When you understand how to recognize 
and influence these programs, you bring your teams into 
alignment in the way they think, focus, direct their time and 
energy and create results.

Here’s a basic overview of how our minds work.

Think of your mind as a massive supercomputer.
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How Our Minds Really Work

– Your brain is the hardware system, like a laptop or that 
iPad you love so much.

– Your conscious and unconscious mindware is the 
software that drives your hardware, aka your brain.  

– Our conscious mindware is created through our learning 
and experience. We are aware of these programs since 
we use them proactively every day to do everything 
from math to reading to solving a business issue.

– Some of our unconscious mindware programs are with 
us at birth, for example the preference programs we 
all have that form the unconscious infrastructure of our 
behaviors and responses. We tune these infrastructure 
programs based on our early childhood experiences and 
lessons. Every combination of preference programs is 
unique to our own experiences as we finalize the tuning 
of these programs. (We’ll learn more about preference 
programs in Section Three.)

– Other unconscious mindware programs are created and 
updated throughout our lives, based on our experiences, 
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How Our Minds Really Work

decisions, values, attitudes and beliefs. That’s why 
none of us have the same mindware programs. Our 
programming is as unique as our individual lives.  

Together, our conscious and unconscious mindware drives 
our thoughts, beliefs, decisions and behaviors.

We are not the conscious, logical beings we’ve been trained 
to believe.

In fact, our unconscious is the master of our  
conscious mind and our reality.

How’s that for a shift in how we humans actually work?

Your Quantum Mind in Action

The many worlds theory of quantum mechanics2 states that 
there are limitless optional outcomes (past and future) in any 
situation. Yes, quantum theory tells us that we can indeed 
change the outcomes from our past to shift our reality today. 

Imagine an infinite number of paths stretching out in front of 
you, each leading to a different result. Quantum mechanics 
postulates that we select one of those paths to act upon as 
our reality. 

How do we select the specific reality we choose to experi-
ence? 

Our unconscious mind is in charge of processing all of the 
data we take in from our five senses. It decides which data to 
select as our reality, based on our specific expectations, point 
of focus, state and mindware programs. 

If our unconscious mind – not our conscious mind – is re-
sponsible for our data selection, management and stor-
age, how do we know that what our conscious mind  
receives as reality is really what’s real? 

Think about that one for a minute…
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How Our Minds Really Work

The figure above shows how information flows through your 
unconscious mind. You unconscious filters this massive in-
formation to present only what it sees as important to your 
conscious mind for processing and action.

Here’s how the flow works: 

Data Inputs. We take in over 11 million bits/second of sen-
sory information3 from our eyes, ears, feelings, noses, mouths 
and overall thoughts. Now stop and think about that for a 
minute. That’s a LOT of information to process every single 
second of our lives. 
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How Our Minds Really Work

We have to manage that vast stream of sensory information 
before we respond to any of it. If we didn’t manage and pri-
oritize it, we’d be stuck processing information forever. We’d 
never actually do anything. 

Data Selection. From that 11 million bits/second, our un-
conscious mind selects 126 bits/second to give to our con-
scious mind for processing and action. Read that again. It’s a 
big number to comprehend, isn’t it?  Here’s an analogy.  

Imagine a stack of toothpicks over a mile high. Then select 2 
inches of those toothpicks. That’s the equivalent of our uncon-
scious mind selecting our reality from all of the sensory data 
we collect.  

That 126 bits/second represents .0000122 of the total infor-
mation available to us at any moment in time. 

Talk about selective attention! 

What about all that other information we take in? 

How many other realities are there in that 10.9+ MB of data 
we ignore?

What if we could expand our minds to see new opportunities, 
notice expanded markets, take advantage of emerging trends 
that others cannot see? 

We Select Our Unique Reality

Our unconscious uses mindware programs including our 
Preference Programs (See Section Three for more informa-
tion), Values, Beliefs, Decisions, Memories and Attitudes to  
select our reality. 

These mindware programs join our current focus and expec-
tations to determine the specific information we select from 
our sensory data stream as our current reality.
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How Our Minds Really Work

Guided by our mindware, our unconscious mind uses the pro-
cesses of deletion, distortion and generalization to select the 
data we send to our conscious mind for action. 

Deletion. We delete information that doesn’t match our 
expectations or focus.

We’ve all experienced the power of deletion. At a party or net-
working event you’re chatting with someone who, well, isn’t 
exactly holding your attention. As your mind wanders you no-
tice someone you really want to meet enter the room.  Then 
your conversation partner asks, “What do you think?”  You 
realize you have no clue what he or she just said. OOPS.  

That’s the power of deletion. Your unconscious mind deleted 
the piece of incoming sensory data from your conversation 
partner in favor of your new focus, in this case the person who 
walked into the room. 

This same deletion action occurs in team meetings, one-on-
one meetings, customer meetings, in researching an assump-
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tion and pretty much anywhere and everywhere we are input-
ting information.

Imagine how much information is deleted when you’re shar-
ing insights, requirements, details, roles, responsibilities and 
objectives with your teams?

Now think of the results when you’re able to communicate in 
a manner that assures each and every team member retains 
the key insights and information they need to create success 
for the team, the organization and themselves?

That’s the power of influential leadership. 

Distortion. We distort information to make it fit into the ex-
pectations and focus that match our unconscious mindware.

We are familiar with the power of distortion in our lives. Take 
that big football game between two conference rivals you 
watched with friends who were avid fans for each side. Re-
member that foul call that changed the momentum of the 
game? One buddy thought it was the best call possible (his 
team benefited). Your other friend saw a totally mistaken call 
by the referee. (Yep, he’s for the other team.)

Or maybe you saw a movie with friends and afterward it was 
as if they saw a different scene or maybe even a different 
movie.

That’s the power of distortion in action. We distort the data 
that creates our reality to match our expectations and focus.

As a leader, what if you could communicate and share infor-
mation in a way that breaks through the distortions that limit 
your teams’ vision? What if you could shift beyond the expec-
tations and focus created by the past and into an open field of 
creativity and insights?

That’s the power of influential leadership. 

Generalization. Our unconscious mind creates categories 
and buckets that make information processing more efficient. 
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Some of these categories are created by our social upbring-
ing and parents, other categories are created by our experi-
ences in our lives.

Say you see someone in ragged clothing walking down the 
street pushing a shopping cart filled with odds and ends. You 
probably think “homeless.” You see a giant of a man with 
huge muscles and the build of a football player enter a coffee 
shop. You probably think “professional athlete,” associated 
with your favorite local team.    

Such generalizations are all around our unconscious mind. 
We use these categories and buckets to quickly generalize 
our information into something we already know. The problem 
is that we’re often mistaken.  The homeless person is an ac-
tor researching his role. And the athlete is a nurse at the local 
hospital. 

Imagine how many times this program causes us to profile a 
customer, competitor, prospect or co-worker, missing the key 
details that really matter?  Now think about the power of lead-
ing your teams to step beyond the assumptions and into the 
power of truth.

That’s the power of influential leadership. 

The possibilities are endless, right there waiting to be en-
gaged, right there in our minds. 

No Two are Alike

Quantum mechanics4 has proven that scientists see what 
they expect to see when they look into a high-powered mi-
croscope. If they expect to see a particle of matter, they see 
that particle. If they expect to see a wave of energy, they see 
the wave.  

The same thing is true of each of us. We all choose our own 
unique reality from our vast ocean of sensory information. 
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We make that selection using our own unique mindware pro-
grams and filters.

That means we each live in a reality of our very own selec-
tion, a reality that we choose and interact with based on our 
own individual mindware. No two realities are alike since no 
two humans have the same mindware programs. Now that 
explains a lot, doesn’t it?

Our quantum minds explain why multiple people respond to 
the same stimulus with multiple and very unique perspec-
tives. Talk to anyone about a recent meeting or conference 
and you’ll get as many perspectives as you have people. The 
same goes from every interaction or experience in our profes-
sional and personal lives. 

The Bottom Line

When we understand that each individual has his or her own 
unique perspective of what’s real, we can evolve the way we 
see our teams, hear their comments and profile their skills. 
The more we understand about our human minds, the bet-
ter we can influence others to step into their ultimate perfor-
mance. 

As leaders, understanding how our quantum minds work is 
especially important today. That’s because another power-
ful program is being triggered more than ever in our modern 
world. This program dramatically impacts our team’s produc-
tivity and performance. Once we understand how to lead be-
yond this program, the results are nothing short of spectacu-
lar.

This program is called survival mind. 
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Leading the Survival Mind in  
Modern Times

The push to do more faster than ever, financial concerns, shift-
ing markets and businesses in flux create an unpredictable 
world. Then there’s the media’s focus on fear-based news, not 
to mention the shoot-‘em-up movies, games and more, all of 
which serve to trigger our threat responses. 

What’s a threat response? We humans respond to situations 
we perceive as threatening with instinctual programs stored in 
our unconscious, what I call our survival mindware, which are 
instincts created by our caveman ancestors.

As modern humans, our minds are still programmed with a 
survival principle learned in the earliest days of humans: A 
missed threat is more important than a missed opportuni-
ty. That principle was critical to caveman survival. Who cares 
if there’s some food out there if a cougar is lurking in the bush-
es? Pay attention to the cougar!

In our modern world, survival mind gets in the way of perfor-
mance, productivity and communications. You see, our sur-
vival instinct is triggered everywhere we turn. And that’s a big 
and very limiting problem.

Survival mind was designed by nature to protect us from 
intermittent threats. In caveman times we had breaks  
between the threats for our minds to move out of survival 
mode, recover and return to normal processing.

In today’s world we do not get those breaks. In fact, we’re 
continually bombarded with stimuli that trigger our survival 
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mind. We have no chance for recovery or that so important 
“reset.” That means that many of us are operating in a con-
tinuous state of survival thinking and responses. 

That’s bad news for business.

When survival mind is active we focus on keeping ourselves 
in the safety zone, aka the status quo or the way we’ve always 
done it. We don’t even know we’re in survival mode. When a 
threat is perceived by our unconscious mind, our brain sends 
a chemical error message5 into our system that creates physi-
ological discomfort. That’s why we push away from progress 
or change in the name of survival, because that change or 
progress is perceived as a threat. 

That instinctual response sidetracks our rational and pro-
gressive business decisions. When a change is presented 
– even a positive change – our threat response is triggered. 
We move into unconscious responses and hunker down in 
the safety and comfort of the way we’ve always done it, in-
stead of embracing new ideas and approaches, 

The issue is that human creation and innovation comes from 
our conscious minds. When our unconscious survival mind is 
triggered, our conscious mind cannot engage. 

Creativity and innovation ceases as survival mind  
is continuously triggered by our modern world.

Only when we lead our teams to step fully into their powerful 
conscious minds can we fuel ultimate innovation and produc-
tivity.

That’s why influential leaders will lead our teams away from 
survival mind and into conscious creativity, fueling next gen-
eration performance.

That’s also why it’s important to take a hard look at our tradi-
tional beliefs about leadership approaches and techniques. 
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Traditional Leadership Triggers  
the Survival Mind

Many traditional leadership approaches are founded in a re-
ward-and-punishment paradigm. That fear-based paradigm 
often serves to escalate human survival responses, especial-
ly in today’s already over-sensitized humans. 

Some traditional leadership approaches are easily perceived 
as threats by our unconscious minds. For example: 

The Stick. First let’s look at the “or else” threat, or stick, 
that’s part and parcel of traditional pressure to perform, de-
liver, succeed.

Motivating with fear adds more threat triggers to the already 
heightened survival response in our modern world. When we 
apply the stick, many of our employees and teams will react 
by holding more tightly to unconscious and ineffective survival 
responses that include:

Hanging onto the status quo, which is viewed to be the safety 
zone.
Freezing in fear, resulting in the inability to think out of the 
box, meet that schedule or deliver expected performance. 

Avoiding the change entirely as the mind’s error messages 
and associated physiological discomfort push us away from 
anything but safety.  

Some people do need an “away” stimulus, aka something 
to move away from, to become motivated. In these cases, 
a small stick may be appropriate – but only if a person has a 
mindware program that will positively respond to that small 
stick. We’ll learn how to determine the appropriateness of an 
“away” stimulus in Section Three.

We only should use a stick when it’s appropriate and not as a 
blanket approach to motivation. For many of us humans, the 
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stick simply doesn’t work to increase performance. In fact, it 
does just the opposite.  

Competition among teams. We’ve all worked for bosses 
who believed that pitting one person or team against another 
was the path to success. I’ve always thought this was just 
plain silly. The competition is outside the business. That’s why 
they’re called our competition! 

Team competitions create divisions that set the stage for 
infighting instead of innovation. Turf and/or fight-or-flight re-
sponse takes over as productivity declines. The majority of 
energy is spent defending within our own company instead of 
competing in the external world. That’s not the recipe for suc-
cess. Nor does it open our minds to become more creative, 
innovative or motivated. 

As leaders we have the opportunity to focus on creating in-
tegrated, high-energy teams committed to serving our cus-
tomers. We can do that by asking questions and designing 
processes so that our teams come together to form a whole 
that is greater than the individual parts. We’ll learn more about 
that in Section Two. 

The Push for Innovation. “We need a new idea and we 
need it now!”  We’ve all heard it, that pressure to come up with 
the next breakout idea, right this minute.  As if we can all snap 
our fingers and turn on our creativity program. 

When we’re stressed we have difficulty thinking creatively and 
outside the box. Why? Because our survival response keeps 
us stuck in our unconscious mind. We need our logical, con-
scious mind to be online and active to imagine and deliver 
creative thinking.  We cannot be creative and stressed at the 
same time. 

Our conscious mind can only tap into its innovative capabili-
ties when our unconscious mind tells it that there is no threat 
in our environment. 
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As influential leaders we must quiet the unconscious survival 
mind to empower innovative results. That means removing 
stresses, pressures and negative potentialities that threaten 
our teams. If we want true innovation, we need to be innova-
tive leaders who create positive environments for our teams. 
We need to deliver what they need to be productive and cre-
ative. We’ll learn more about this in Section Two as well.

The Carrot. Incentives and rewards are based on the as-
sumption that given the proper direction and motivation, a 
person will do as directed. 

Yet our unconscious mind will behave adversely to this ap-
proach when survival mind is dominant. Remember, a threat 
is more important than an opportunity. No matter how big the 
incentive, in an uncertain world filled with threats and danger 
that carrot pales in comparison to the prospective new threat. 
The threat wins and we ignore the carrot. 

As influential leaders, it’s our job to determine the best moti-
vation for the individual and then consciously use that motiva-
tion to inspire innovation and performance.  

It’s time we forget the blanket approach to leadership and 
manage individuals as the unique people we all are. 

The Bottom Line

If we’re all in a state dominated by our unconscious survival 
mind, how can we be effective leaders? 

How can we work with the unconscious minds of our teams to 
fuel their optimal productivity, performance and that feeling of 
safety humans need to do their best? 

By understanding and leading based on  
instinctual human behavior and the power of  

our unconscious minds, we can all be  
successful leaders.
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We can adapt our leadership styles to match the needs of 
our employees to inspire, motivate and fuel positive results. 
That’s one of the most powerful aspects of applying the tech-
nology of our minds to leadership. 

How do we make that shift? It’s all in our minds … right there, 
waiting for us to step into a new way of thinking and commu-
nicating. 

By simply acknowledging the power of our unconscious mind, 
we take the first step toward recognizing the shift in today’s 
workforce. Then we can employ into leadership styles that 
break through the programmed responses to communicate 
clearly, motivate and successfully fuel next-generation pro-
ductivity and performance.

The rest of this book shares a number of shifts that leverage 
the power of neuroscience applied to leadership, in business 
and in life.

Apply these shifts with yourself and your organization. You’ll 
see, hear and feel the difference in your teams and your re-
sults.

I guarantee it!
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Leading Breakout  
Performance

Using the Technology of Our Minds to  
Influence Individuals and Teams 
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How do we shift our leadership approaches to leverage the 
power of our unconscious minds? How do we lead beyond the 
limiting programs that create drag on our business results? 

Let’s start by exploring a few mindware programs that are 
present in nearly every human being on this planet. 

This section shares a selection of unconscious programs that 
drive our actions and thoughts. Each program is an embed-
ded part of the technology of our mind – specifically our un-
conscious human thinking and responses. 

When we step into conscious leadership with these programs 
in mind, dramatic and powerful results will follow. 

In each chapter you’ll find an overview of the program and 
recommended leadership shifts. Apply these shifts as a influ-
ential leader, business professional, sales person and mar-
keting force and in your everyday life. 

You’ll see, hear and feel the powerful results. 
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I Know We’re Right

Mindware Program
We assume we’re right and seek out the evidence to  

prove it.

Leadership Shift
Consciously find the evidence to prove yourself wrong.

What if your research on a new strategy, product or assump-
tion gave you new insights that fueled even more powerful 
and positive results?

That’s exactly what happens when you shift your perspective 
to search for evidence to prove yourself wrong. 

We’ve been taught in business school and our professional 
lives that research is critical to success. We spend so much 
time doing research, listening to industry luminaries and ask-
ing questions of our markets. But what answers are we seek-
ing? 

Our usual approach is to prove that our assumptions are 
correct. Think about the last time you hopped on the web 
to search for information about an assumption you want to 
check out. Did you type in a search looking for information to 
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prove the inaccuracy of your assumption? Or did you seek 
information that supported your stance? 

We all are programmed to prove ourselves right. That’s be-
cause of an inherent mindware program6 that suggests we 
are right – no matter what we think or believe. We’ll believe 
we’re right unless we consciously step up to question that un-
conscious programming.

Influential Leadership:  
The Benefits of Being Wrong

By choosing to seek information that proves ourselves wrong, 
we shift our perspectives. We change our mindware program 
to see more clearly and objectively with that simple shift. Plus 
we get a number of additional benefits: 

– We loosen our programming around whatever topic 
we’re researching. This empowers us to expand our 
perspectives and take in new insights and information. 
We get a more balanced perspective on the assumption 
or strategy, resulting in a better end result. 

– We find the evidence of potential problems in our belief or 
theory before we move forward, saving time and money 
and that big headache. Isn’t it better to shift a strategy 
or assumption before we invest in it? That surely beats 
having to jump through hoops to salvage whatever we 
can on the other side of a less than optimum strategy, 
plan or product.

– We often find even more powerful options for success 
as we seek evidence to disprove our initial belief.  
When we look at the evidence without needing to prove 
ourselves right, we find tidbits and nuances that help us 
create an even better result. 
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– We find we’re right. If we don’t find any evidence to 
dissuade our assumption that we’re right, chances are 
high that we’re on to something great!  

Shift Into Action

As leaders, we can instill a powerful new model of thinking for 
ourselves, other leaders, and our teams.  

Here’s how.

The next time you’re researching into an assumption about 
your products, your markets, your business model or what-
ever else you might be doing, shift your team’s focus.

– Set a goal for your team to seek out information that is 
contrary to your assumption or strategy.  

– Actively and visibly seek that same contradictory 
information yourself – through research and market 
interactions. 

– Readily accept and act upon contrary evidence, 
adapting your baseline assumptions to embrace an 
ever-changing environment. 

– Reward those team members who find new insights, 
contrary information or additional ideas that improve on 
your baseline assumption. 

The more openly we explore and research our theories and 
postulates, the more likely we are to find the best possible 
options for success. With these four simple actions, we set 
a powerful model for teams and other leaders to do just that. 
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Who Did What to Cause This?

Mindware Program
We spend the majority of our time focused on fixing prob-

lems, so much so that we miss new opportunities.

Leadership Shift
Focus on finding what is working, then model that success. 

Also spend more time seeking new opportunities.

What if you could guide your team and organization to model 
the successes all around us? What if you focused entirely on 
what’s working instead of nitpicking and focusing on all of the 
problems? Imagine the power in that perspective as you cre-
ate success after success after success? 
As influential leaders, we can shift our perspectives to create 
just such a success-focused environment. We simply have to 
become aware of our unconscious mind’s tendency to con-
stantly look for threats. And then, we shift!

Cavemen needed to look for the threats that were all around 
them. In our modern world, constantly seeking the problem or 
threat is inappropriate. In fact, our obsession with searching 
for what’s wrong and for picking at everything is downright 
counter-productive.
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We all know a seagull leader – the one who swoops in, points 
out every single nitpicky problem and then moves on to his or 
her next victim. That’s not a recipe for motivation or success, 
is it? 

Influential Leadership:  
Focusing on Success 

Great influential leaders focus on modeling the successful be-
haviors of others. Yes, they notice the problems and issues 
in their teams and organization, but they don’t dwell on them. 
They address them and then re-focus on success. 
They look for what is working and then model that success in 
other aspects of their lives and business. For example:

– Instead of habitually looking at the bad, consciously 
shift into focusing on what’s working. 

– Look within your own team, within other teams and 
outside of your organization to other businesses and 
industries. 

– When you find great successes, explore the “why” 
behind them. Then apply what you learn to your own 
teams. 

This shift may seem simple, but it’s powerful. Studies 
have proven that we do indeed experience what we focus  
upon. So when we focus on problems, we experience more 
problems. When we focus on successful models, we imprint 
those very same models on our own organizations and selves. 
Success follows.
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Shift Into Action

So you shift your focus away from problems to find models of 
success. Now what do you do? As you find these models that 
you want to apply to your business:

– Understand their values and beliefs about the successful 
behavior, process or thinking that you want to model. 
Question them about their priorities and what was 
important to them, what they believed to be true about 
their success. Then, model those values and beliefs in 
your own world.

– Ask them about their strategy for success. What did 
they do specifically and in what sequence? What were 
they holding as their definition of success?  Learn the 
answers and then apply them to your own situations 
and thinking.

– Get to know their own personal beliefs about their 
success. How do they hold themselves, what are 
their thoughts and emotions? Modeling someone’s 
excellence includes the more human sides of the 
equation as well. 

Aside from looking for success outside of your organization, 
look inside for the best work your teams deliver. Teach them 
to look for what’s right and to work within the team. Focus on 
those successes and look for other successful models across 
the organization that you can adopt.

Once you understand these insights, begin to shift your own 
leadership thinking and behaviors to match the successful 
models. Then lead your teams to match those same behav-
iors and thought processes too. 

One of the powerful aspects of our human minds is our abil-
ity to model the behaviors and thinking of others to upgrade 
our mindware. When we focus on modeling success, positive 
results can and will follow. 
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The Status Quo Bias

Mindware Program
Status Quo Bias – hanging onto the way we’ve  

always done it.

Leadership Shift
Make the status quo a threat, then seek new options.

What if your teams were eager to embrace all kinds of chang-
es, including new ways of doing, thinking and believing? What 
if they shifted their thinking to proactively seek a new and bet-
ter way in every aspect of their work? 

Imagine the power of an organization thriving on change. 

We’ve all experienced the opposite reactions, seen our teams 
dig in their heels and fight even minor changes. That’s not 
stubbornness – it’s a human mindware program in action. 

Our unconscious minds hold onto the status quo because it’s 
a safe port in the storm known as life. Survival mind drives 
us to hang onto what is known and safe. To step into our full 
potential, we must shift our thinking out of our unconscious 
status quo bias7.
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Influential Leadership: Beyond the Way 
We’ve Always Done It

The easiest and fastest way to shift any human away from the 
way we’ve always done it and into a place where we can think 
differently is to make the status quo unsafe.

– Recognize that the status quo bias exists and that we’re 
being drawn to hang onto it. Once we recognize the 
status quo bias in action, we can begin the shift. 

– Take a moment to consciously ask questions and 
notice all the threats, negatives, limitations and 
issues associated with that very status quo. When our 
unconscious minds see it as a potentially unsafe place, 
we begin to look for new options. 

– The same goes with teams. Make the status quo less 
appealing by pointing out the challenges, the risks, the 
downside potentials of remaining in that very status quo. 
Then visibly reward those who step into new thinking. 
The combination will motivate teams toward new and 
conscious solutions.

By the way, I’m not talking about scaring your teams. That 
only increases the threats in their environment and fuels sur-
vival thinking. Be indirect and thoughtful in the way you shift 
the status quo. Adding more fear to the equation is not the 
best method of unhooking the status quo. 

Shift into Action

We’ve all been trained to ask the typical questions in our busi-
nesses and lives. Who, what, when, where, and how are the 
traditional areas to explore. This isn’t necessarily the best ap-
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proach to opening our minds to move beyond our status quo 
bias and into innovation and creative thinking.

Why? Traditional business questions are designed to narrow 
our focus to the context of a specific thing in the present or 
past. Statements do the same thing to our minds – focusing 
and narrowing our perspective. Both statements and tradition-
al questions tend to limit how and where our minds will search 
to discover the answers. 

On the other hand, more open and general questions like 
“What if?” tend to free our minds to focus on possibilities yet 
to be discovered. Since I’m a big believer in ditching the sta-
tus quo and opening to new and expanded choices and pos-
sibilities, “What if?” is fast becoming my favorite question of 
all time!

There are so many places to use this question in our pro-
fessional and personal lives. Here are some of my favorite 
examples:

– Problem Solving Our traditional approach goes 
something along the lines of “Who did what? When 
and where did they do it? How did it happen?” In my 
experience I quickly learned that this line of questioning 
a) pointed the focus to the past and b) quickly turned 
into a blame game. That’s not exactly productive, now 
is it?

 When we spin the focus to the solution and a positive 
future, the results become much more powerful.  Simply 
ask such questions as: 

  “What if we tried a new approach? What if we 
solved this issue while focusing on a sustain-
able future solution? How might that solution 
appear?” 

– Perceptual Conflicts Your employee sees things one 
way and you see them another. Your associate reads 
that email one way and you meant it totally differently. 
We’ve all been there. It’s part of being human. 
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 One of the fastest ways to get ahead of the potential 
conflict in such situations is to simply ask, “What if I 
put myself in their shoes? What if I look thru their eyes 
and perspectives?” By doing just that, we can shift our 
perspectives to include those of others and then bring all 
of that insight to bear on uniting in a common perception 
around pretty much any topic. From that place, we have 
the power to create amazing results that include all the 
perspectives.

– Brainstorming  I wish I had a dollar for every brainstorm-
ing session that focused on the Who, What, When, 
Where and How of the past as a starting point for the 
future. It’s the way we’ve all been taught to think. 

 What if we changed it? Instead of starting with the way 
we’ve always done it, what if we began by asking the 
“What if?” question, focusing on innovation and new 
ideas in our future?  

Sure, we have to add some practical insights based on the 
what’s of our business. Yet beginning with a blank white-
board is one of the most powerful ways to stimulate creative 
thinking. Asking the “What if?” question to fill that blank white-
board with fresh perspectives and new ideas will fuel creativ-
ity and innovation. 

Isn’t that what brainstorming is all about?
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The Sky is Falling

Mindware Program
Our modern world is programming us to focus on  

the negative.

Leadership Shift
Model the ability to focus on and find the upside.

What if your teams were focused on the upside in every as-
pect of their work, from creating new products to identifying in-
novative approaches to beating the competition? What if “We 
Can’t” was eliminated from your organizational vocabulary? 

That’s quite a shift from today’s world. Have you noticed all 
the Eyore attitudes in our world today? Everywhere I turn I 
hear cries of doom and gloom. Use of the “can’t” word has 
reached an all-time high. 

The focus on hunkering down into defensive mode creates 
the perfect setup for failure. Worse yet, we often end up hang-
ing on by a thread and wondering why things aren’t getting 
better.

That’s the power of our human programming to expect the 
worst. 
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Getting stuck in the stress and trauma of yesterday’s econom-
ic shift won’t help you lead your teams in the new economy. 
What’s done is done. Our world shifted. And it’s still shifting.  
And it will continue to shift. 

Influential Leadership:  
Focus on the Upside

We all have the opportunity to identify new approaches and 
capture new opportunities for business growth. Or we can 
hunker down and live in contraction mode. It is our choice.

In every economic and market shift, new opportunities for suc-
cessful growth appear. Those who focus on a market without 
limitations see and capture those opportunities. Those who 
stay stuck in survival mind flat line or crash and burn. 

Leaders can motivate their teams into this powerful shift by 
modeling and rewarding the attitudes they want to see in their 
teams. We can consciously and effectively shed the Eyore 
eyes that limit our ability to see new opportunity. As leaders, 
it’s our job to do just that. 

Shift Into Action

How do we literally shift the way our teams see their world? It 
takes a combination of patience, creativity and time. Here are 
a few examples from clients. 

– One leader started a Change box. Any team member 
who went “negative” contributed $1 to the box and then 
consciously re-stated the negative comment or approach 
with a positive, solution-focused statement. Before 
long, the team as a whole shifted into solution-oriented 
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thinking. From there, they identified a major new market 
opportunity and the business was off and running into 
new growth.

– Another leader asked team members to bring a new 
success story from their market, or a related market, 
to every weekly team meeting. After sharing these 
success stories, they brainstormed about modeling 
what they’d learned to drive expansion or a better way 
within their own business. The team created a pin board 
to post great ideas found via their research. It didn’t take 
long for them to find multiple paths to new opportunities 
while upgrading their thinking and approaches.

– One client created a “What if” board for new ideas. 
She asked all employees to post their ideas for new 
approaches and then worked with the executive team 
to select one idea from each department to implement 
every month. Within two months efficiency within the 
business had increased significantly, and employee 
morale had doubled. 

As leaders we all know that a positive attitude has as much to 
do with productivity and performance as does our skill sets. 
That’s why it’s imperative that we take extra time, focus and 
energy to guide our teams away from the negative program-
ming that’s all around and into a focus on the opportunity, the 
potential and the upside for our business.
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We’ll Knock it Outta the Park

Mindware Program
We tend to be overconfident of our abilities and  

results.

Leadership Shift
Add more downside to the scenario. 

Test strategies under much wider scenarios.

What if you knew that your pipeline forecasts, product delivery 
schedules and every other projection around your business 
was dead- on accurate? They can be!

Just as we’re programmed to be Eyores in some areas, we 
also have a program that makes us overconfident in others 
areas. We are such complex beings! 

We’ve all seen that sales pipeline stuffed with hope. That’s 
actually human nature. We are programmed to be overconfi-
dent8 in our projections. 

We can thank our caveman ancestors for that one. After all, 
you have to be confident to take on a saber-toothed tiger with a 
spear, just as you have to be confident to start a new business. 
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This mindware program has its upsides, especially if you’re 
speeding into new and dangerous territories!

Influential Leadership:  
Balanced Expectations

It’s much easier to manage a business when we have con-
fidence in our timelines and goals. From accurate revenue 
pipelines, to product development schedules to cash require-
ments, the more accurate our projections, the better our re-
sults. 

That’s why it’s important as leaders to balance our pro-
grammed overconfidence to prevent our natural tendency to 
overstate our potential results. 

When it comes to running a business, it’s always better to 
know the truth rather than make decisions based on hope.

Shift Into Action

Here are some ways to balance the negatives of this mind-
ware to determine realistic goals and projections: 

– Rather than look at best-case forecasts and all of the 
upside for our business, get critical. Pick apart those 
numbers and don’t settle for anything less than reality.

– Ask questions and dig deeper into the facts. Be more 
flexible and build more options into your strategies and 
assumptions. Instead of one main business plan with 
small upsides and downsides, run three plans: Best 
case, most likely case and worst case. That way you’ll 
already be prepared and thinking about multiple options 
and strategies. 
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– Ask people from a broader base of perspectives to 
review your scenarios. Instead of going back to the 
same “experts” again and again, seek new opinions 
from fresh eyes – inside and outside of your business 
and industry. 

– By the way, don’t offer three options. Studies show 
that people tend to pick the safe choice in the “middle” 
option.  Instead, offer two or four options for discussion.9

It also helps to add 20% more downside to each assump-
tion or scenario (and choose more pessimistic options while 
you’re at it). This is especially important if those assumptions 
are critical to the bottom line of the business. 

With our programmed optimism, the risk of getting the down-
side wrong is higher than miscalculating the upside. 

So downsize your projections. It’s a great thing to beat those 
numbers.  After all, over-performing is a great problem to 
have! 
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But We Never Saw This Coming

Mindware Program
We seek patterns in data and numbers, then we  

anchor to them.

Leadership Shift
Shuffle the deck! Change the way you see things!

Have you ever looked at a report or forecast and suddenly 
noticed a trend that was anything but positive? Then you won-
dered how in the heck you didn’t notice it sooner?

Think about the benefits of being able to notice even the 
slightest shift in your business – before it becomes an issue. 
That’s the power of shuffling the deck. 

Our human minds actively seek out patterns. Patterns make it 
easier for us to process and respond to information. The more 
patterns we automate, the more efficient our mind becomes 
so that we can devote more attention to watching for threats. 

The problem is that over time we only see the patterns of what 
we expect to see in our reports and data – not the real infor-
mation that is in front of us. 
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– When we view/input information in the same format 
over and over again, we create a pattern that represents 
what our unconscious minds expect to see. 

– When we continue to look at data or information in the 
same formats, we see what we expect from the past. 

– We miss trends and shifts that portend significant 
changes in our markets and business.

Influential Leadership:  
Creating Fresh Perspectives

Shuffling the deck means changing the way we present our 
business data to our minds. It’s a simple shift with big results. 
Why? 

When you change the way you present your data, your un-
conscious mind sees a new format that doesn’t match what it 
expects. So it calls for help from your conscious mind. That’s 
when you see what’s really on the page, slide, spreadsheet 
or pipeline report. 

In the graphics below you see a standard spreadsheet and 
a scattergram. These graphics represent two very different 
ways to visualize information that gives our mind two very di-
verse perspectives. 

By changing the format of our reports, forecasts, product 
timelines and other data, we open our minds to see impor-
tant shifts and trends as they are happening and before those 
shifts create an issue or become a missed opportunity. 
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Traditional Data

Shuffled Data

Shift Into Action

You already practice shuffling the deck today. Think about 
the different formats you try when you’re presenting to your 
boss, prospect or board of directors. We seek the best visual 
format to best show what we want our audience to perceive. 
Sometimes growth or success is more compelling on a bar 
chart, sometimes on a line graph or sometimes on a pie chart. 

Specifically, these shuffles will give you a fresh perspective 
on your business. 

– Shuffle all of your decision-making information for a 
month. Then pay attention to the insights and trends 
you see. 
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– Shuffle the reports your managers receive. By changing 
the way they take in information, you’ll change the way 
their brains see and analyze that data. New insights are 
sure to follow. 

– Shuffle those revenue forecasts and the way you 
rate your prospects likelihood of buying. Change the 
categories associated with the likelihood of revenue, 
change how you profile your prospects and customers 
with regard to specific product purchases too. When 
you shift the parameters you create a new perspective 
on your business.  

– Try focusing on bluebird market opportunities and never 
before seen applications of your product as the fuel for 
your revenue stream.  Do an exercise in forecasting 
beyond your current normal customer forecast. Make 
the priority a focus on new and different opportunities 
and watch the perspectives change in your teams. 

– Train your teams to shuffle, too, from the way they 
create their deliverables to the way they brainstorm new 
ideas. Their ability to see subtle changes and respond 
to those shifts will increase as well their ability to create 
new and valuable insights about the business. 

Once you start shuffling, keep on shuffling. Your unconscious 
mind is constantly seeking and applying patterns. By mak-
ing shuffling a continuous process, you’ll keep your conscious 
mind engaged. You’ll see the subtle changes that you can 
leverage to create big results.
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Chapter 9

We All Agree

Mindware Program
Our unconscious mind rewards us for sticking with  

the herd.

Leadership Shift
Reward folks visibly who don’t follow the crowd.

Have you ever wondered why your team steps into group-
think, tending to follow the lead of the most persuasive team 
member? What if you could eliminate that “follow the leader” 
thinking to inspire individuality and breakout thinking in every 
situation? Think about the new ideas and insights that would 
flow from this simple shift.

We tend to follow the herd, or group, because our minds dig 
conformity. On the flipside, our minds dislike behaviors or be-
liefs that differ from others.

Put those two ends of the motivational spectrum together and 
you have a powerful herd mentality10. This mentality impacts 
every decision we make – as a business professional and a 
human.
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Our caveman brain (aka reptilian brain) holds our instinctual, 
deeply programmed responses, the things that are intrinsic 
to humanity. Our reptilian brain is designed to promote our 
safety and survival. That’s probably why it creates triggers 
that motivate us to conform. After all, to a caveman or woman, 
conformity with the tribe was the baseline for survival.

Consequently, our unconscious minds automatically reward 
us with a pleasure response (thanks to a chemical naturally 
injected into our system) whenever we agree with the crowd. 
Our mind also sends an emergency alert response when we 
disagree with the crowd and begin to start out on our own 
course. 

Welcome to the herd instinct.

Today, the herd instinct often limits innovation and ultimately 
performance. We’ve all experienced the power of a strong 
opinion to sway our teams, customer focus groups and more.

The Herd in Business

The implications on business behavior are monumental, both 
internally and externally. When we consciously understand 
and leverage the conforming brain, we can shift from follow-
ing the conformity instinct to breakout thinking that creates 
significant and sustainable advantage.

The need for conformity explains the status quo we so of-
ten see within corporate cultures. Whatever leaders, bosses 
or the squeaky wheels believe becomes the corporate point 
of conformity, and everyone else follows along. Those brave 
souls who stand up against the conforming behavior are often 
viewed as rebels, troublemakers or simply uninformed.

Yet some of those who do step out and create a strong new 
opinion can capture followers because of the conforming brain 
– whether that new opinion is accurate or not. That’s why strong 
personalities, or people who are viewed (rightly so or not) as gurus 
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and visionaries, often capture the passion of their follower 
and sway our perspectives. In the extreme, such conformity 
can segregate our business focus, creating multiple groups 
with conflicting beliefs and behaviors, thus limiting our ability 
to successfully execute our specified strategy. And we don’t 
even know it. 

Have you ever noticed how a corporate culture tends to have 
a very few leading opinion creators and a large number of 
opinion supporters?  

That’s the conforming brain in action.

Influential Leadership:  
Beyond the Herd

What if you could lead your teams to step into the power of 
their individual creative minds, then join together to bring 
those ideas into fruition? 

We can lead our teams away from the herd and into individual 
thinking. 

Here’s how:

– Model your behavior to show your teams that it’s a 
good thing to step away from the herd and demonstrate 
individuality in thinking and actions. As a leader, come 
up with wild ideas, pushing the envelope farther than 
ever. The herd will be motivated to follow your model. 

– Visibly reward team members who step away from the 
herd and into independent thinking.  Even if the ideas 
aren’t usable, reward the step into individual thinking 
and perspectives.
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Shift Into Action

Let’s say your business needs to make a change in the way 
it perceives its value in the market. Anyone who has ever led 
that type of shift knows how quickly herds form to protect the 
status quo, especially if there’s a vocal leader protesting that 
change.

What can you do to quiet that herd and move people toward 
the change? 

– Instead of focusing on the problem causing the change, 
focus on the new opportunity for the team thanks to 
the change. Show the team members the upside for 
success – visibly. By focusing on the solution and 
upside you shift the team away from the threat of the 
change (and the problem) and into the opportunity.

– Set up a leader who can be vocal in support of the 
change. Before you even communicate the change, get 
a team leader on board with the new idea. Show this 
person or people why the change is good for all, then 
give them the lead in promoting that change within the 
team.

– Visibly reward those who come on board with the 
change. Be sure the other team members are aware of 
the rewards and that they too can be part of the upside.

– Ask the team about the change. When folks are 
questioned and feel as if they are part of a change, 
they tend to shift into the change more easily. Ask 
them individually what they believe would be the best 
shifts they can make as part of the overall change, then 
support them in doing just that. As individuals move to 
embrace the change, so will the overall team. 

The herd instinct can be a powerful tool in marketing, sales 
and when we want to create a cohesive team. The key is to 
balance the herd instinct and its potential survival mind in-
stincts with the collaborative innovation and new approaches 
we need to be successful.
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Chapter 10

But It’s a Strategic Investment

Mindware Program
We associate different value with different  

investments.

Leadership Shift
Eliminate strategic versus tactical P&L categories,  

be sure to view all dollars spent as equal.

What if you knew that each and every financial decision in 
your business and your life was based on reality, not on the 
assumptions your mind makes based on its unconscious pref-
erences? What, you didn’t know you weren’t doing that al-
ready today? 

Richard Thaler coined the term “mental accounting,” defined 
as “the inclination to categorize and treat money differently de-
pending on where it comes from, where it is kept and how it 
is spent.11”  For example, assume you have $50,000. How do 
you feel about spending that money for a new car? How do 
you feel about spending it to fix the roof and foundation on your 
home? Different feeling, huh? 

The same is true in our businesses. We’ll cap the spending 
on a mature division, even as we spend freely on a new idea 
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or startup that we assume is going to be the next big thing. 
We even create new categories of spending to wrap invest-
ments in a more appealing manner. We think of “strategic in-
vestments” or “business development expenses” in a different 
way than we speak of “taxes” and “overhead.” 

The reality is that every dollar spent has the same value ini-
tially when it comes to that P&L.

Influential Leadership:  
No Specials Here

It’s important to shift beyond the emotional responses to 
spending and stick with a simple rule: Every Dollar is Worth 
a Dollar.  

Avoid categorizing dollar spends as strategic vs. overhead. 

Review every expenditure in the same category on that P&L, 
and be especially cautious around anything dubbed as “start-
up,” “strategic,” or even “development.” It’s all the same when 
it leaves the bank.  

Shift Into Action

“Mental accounting” can be found across all types and sizes 
of business. Even the most conservative leaders can find 
themselves stuck in mental accounting. 

Examples of how to overcome this programming include:

– Treat any and all expenses as equal dollars. For 
example, if you’re booking against a restructuring 
charge for your business, be just as concerned about 
that expense as you would be about a direct charge 
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through your P&L. Restructuring is not a free or low cost 
lunch.

– If you impose spending limits, make them across the 
board. Just because a project is new and fun doesn’t 
mean it gets to spend more dollars than a project that’s 
more mundane and uninteresting. 

– Stick with the spending categories you have in place 
and don’t get creative. For example, there’s a new 
trend to categorize dollars spent as “strategic” as if they 
were a different value than dollars spent on “overhead.” 
Avoid this trap in thinking. 

It’s human nature to rationalize certain expenditures as some-
how different from others. And yes, the Return on Investment 
can and does vary. That said, a dollar is a dollar when it comes 
to your bottom line.
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Chapter 11

It’s Not My Fault

Mindware Program
Seek something or someone to blame.

Leadership Shift
Be the Cause. Then teach your teams to do  

the same.

We all believe that we’re taking responsibility for our lives. 
That’s a good thing because taking responsibility is critical to 
attaining our goals. 

Key to reaching our goals is our appreciation of cause and 
effect. In each and every life situation there is a cause, and 
there is an effect. 

Personal and professional power comes from accepting the 
role as the cause for all experiences in our life. If we choose to 
be an effect, we become a victim to the world around us – the 
ex-spouse who cheated, the unfair boss, the economy, the 
government and other external influences become the cause 
in our lives. When we live as an effect we become more and 
more powerless. 
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Obviously that’s not a good choice. Yet we make it, don’t we? 
I surely did. 

Until recently I would have gone to my grave believing that 
I was taking responsibility for my life. Then I learned I was 
fooling myself. When I understood the reality of cause or ef-
fect and then listened to my internal dialogue, I found myself 
sitting in the effect side of the equation in more areas that I 
would have ever guessed.

We are programmed to be in effect by everything from society 
to the media to our government to our entertainment. Look 
around and you’ll see a wealth of comments, articles, news 
stories and more teaching us that we are single individuals at 
the mercy of this big world around us. In today’s world we see 
people, groups, organizations and even entire societies living 
on the side of effect. 

As leaders, it is imperative that we live and act on the cause 
side of our equation, modeling that powerful behavior.

We humans also set ourselves up to like living in effect. It’s a 
natural (and not so inspired) part of our human programming. 
We focus on the problem and what’s bad, wrong, ineffective or 
broken over and over again, giving the problems more power. 
As we think and focus, so we become.

Shift Into Action

To find my own place as the cause in my life, I started keep-
ing a little notebook full of the statements I heard in my mind. 
about me, my life and all of its events. Every time I caught 
myself in the effect side of life I wrote down the thought. Then, 
I stopped and pivoted the thought to take the cause position, 
to be my own responsible party. 
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One of the principles I believe in is that we all have the re-
sources we need to do whatever we want to do. I also believe 
that we are the cause of our lives. We can control our minds, 
and therefore we can control our results ... aka the effects.

I shifted to take responsibility for every effect (result) in my 
life. I am the cause, no matter what happens. There are no 
excuses. The buck stops here.

This single shift in perspective created powerful impacts in 
my life. More and more personal power is flowing because 
I claimed my position as the cause of all of my life’s experi-
ences, good and not so much.

Stepping up to be the cause in your life will give you more per-
sonal power. Try it for a week or two and you will be amazed 
at the difference in your own results. 

Then, empower your teams with the knowledge to stand as 
the cause of each of their own effects. The results will be 
spectacular – for the individual, for the team and for your busi-
ness. 
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Chapter 12

There’s Nothing We Can Do

Mindware Program
When we feel like we’re failing, we tend to blame  

external forces.

Leadership Shift
Find the feedback in the failure and focus on the  

coming success.

What if your teams were focused on results and moving 
forward, even when in the midst of failure (aka feedback)?  
Imagine the power applied to your business when the energy 
we put into placing blame is instead focused on evolving for 
future success? 

One of our deeply engrained human thought processes drives 
us to focus on looking for the problem, for what’s wrong and 
for someone to blame for it. By the way, this is also how our 
unconscious mind justifies sticking with the status quo. 

Blame is one of the biggest challenges in a world that’s un-
certain and changing, especially when we feel powerless to 
control our external environment. By focusing on the mistakes 
and blaming someone, our brains give us the feeling of being 
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in control. But that kind of control does not produce innovation 
or optimal performance.

While we’re focusing on the problem and who to blame for it, 
we often can’t see the solutions and new opportunities that 
are right in front of our faces. Aside from de-motivating those 
around us, we miss the positives in front of our eyes. 

Influential Leadership:  
Relish the Feedback

As leaders we choose how we respond to situations. By fo-
cusing on the feedback instead of the failure, we model a 
powerful behavior. 

That’s why it’s important to instill a new belief in our teams 
and across our organizations…

Failure is merely feedback that moves  
you closer to your ultimate success.

When we change the way we look at “failure,” we can and will 
motivate and inspire teams to change. Instead of focusing on 
the fear of failure and only stepping forward into “sure things” 
we can motivate our teams to create an advantage out of 
what could have been a de-motivating and threatening failure.

Shift Into Action

Here are a few techniques to shift into a gain versus a blame 
focus:

Focus on what’s working well for your business. We 
all tend to pick at the problems, focus on what’s wrong. We’ve 
been trained to do just that since the beginning of our careers. 
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Unfortunately that behavior programs our teams to focus on 
the negative as well. How can you be motivated to think cre-
atively when you’re focusing on the bad things? You can’t. So 
shift your focus to what’s going well and doing more of that. 
Your teams will follow suit. 

As we shift into a focus on what’s working and successful, we 
begin to model that thinking across all areas. That modeling 
opens our minds to see new options, think positively and gen-
erally become more creative.

Focus on what others do well, too. Performance is as 
performance does. So look at your competitors and model 
what they do well. Don’t copy. Do use their positives to model 
your own innovation and ideas. 

Be sure to look at companies outside of your industry as well. If 
you’re a B2B business, you’ll be amazed at the breakout ideas 
you can find in B2C marketing. If you’re B2C, look at those B2Bs 
for innovation. Seek out the processes, behaviors and ap-
proaches that are driving success for others. Then, model them 
in your environment and get your teams excited about looking 
for great models outside of your industry.  When they are ex-
posed to new ideas and approaches, their creative minds are  
fueled and innovation follows.

When there is an issue or problem, flip it to the 

positive lesson learned. Adopt this simple principle for all 
of your teams. 

There is no failure, only feedback.

Inside of every problem, mistake or just plain screw-up are the 
seeds of a solution. Focus on the lessons learned and that so-
lution, not on beating the problem into submission. It’s already 
done and gone: Focus on the upside. Teach your teams to do 
the same. 
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Chapter 13

Everyone Agrees With this Plan

Mindware Program
We assume consensus, even when we don’t  

have it.

Leadership Shift
Test broadly, challenge assumptions.

Have you ever been knee deep in a project only to realize that 
there was dissension in the ranks? Or maybe you discovered 
that your bosses weren’t as eager to support your approach 
as you thought, especially when the going got tough?

Welcome to the habit of assumed consensus. As humans, 
we are programmed to perceive that we have consensus12 
around an approach, idea, project, process and more.

Assumed consensus can result from groupthink caused by 
herd behavior, especially if the person proposing a belief or 
tact of action is a strong force in the team. 

Assumed consensus can also result from selective recall in 
which we only remember what we choose to remember that 
proves our case. 
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Then there’s the habit of only asking for an opinion from those 
who we know will agree with us. Yep, we stack the deck.

Assuming consensus is one of the biggest enemies of our 
businesses. I’ve seen it time and again in turnaround cli-
ents and beyond. It causes businesses to stay on the wrong 
course, move to a strategy that isn’t well-founded and just 
plain get stuck in status quo thinking.

Influential Leadership:  
Challenge that Consensus

We all want to gain consensus and that’s a good thing. We 
also want that consensus to be real. So how do we know the 
difference? 

As leaders it’s important to be very cautious with our leader-
ship influence. Using it to drive a result we want is dangerous 
to the team and the business.  Similarly, we need to be aware 
of those team members with clout and balance their ability to 
sway the team. 

Most importantly, we need to change the way we look at the 
concept of consensus, within our teams and our organization. 
All too often our teams have come to believe that consensus 
is a foregone conclusion if certain team leaders, executives or 
role models have already agreed to a course of action or plan. 
How many times has someone failed to voice their concerns 
simply because he or she assumed that the plan was a fait 
accompli once you presented it?  

Teaching our teams that consensus happens only when all 
potential challenges and issues have been addressed seems 
like a simple shift. But it’s a shift that can and will make a posi-
tive difference in your ultimate results.
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Shift Into Action

We can take some basic steps to be sure we have a clear 
perspective about consensus, or the lack of it: 

– We can let our teams know that it’s positive and desirable 
to challenge any opinion, to ask the hard questions, to 
step up and be heard.  By modeling through our own 
behavior and by guiding meetings in a way that the 
tough questions are asked, we open the door for people 
to share their real beliefs. 

 In some teams, stating a contrary opinion is not easy. 
All too often power structures within teams make 
dissension a difficult position. As leaders, we can offer 
team members a safe method for sharing their opinions, 
concerns or ideas.

 One of my clients simply posted an online suggestion 
box with each major project or topic of discussion, 
offering a place to comment anonymously. He was 
amazed when some of the comments gave the team 
better ideas than the original concept.  

– We can also seek consensus in an objective manner. Too 
often we expand on whatever topic we’re questioning, 
driving the direction of the conversation, planting the 
seeds of the response we desire – in effective paving 
the way for agreement. 

 Instead, state the facts and then be quiet and listen. 
You even can play devil’s advocate – taking an 
opposing position that counters whatever proposal is 
on the table. Then ask other team members to come 
up with yet another contrary position.  This is a variant 
on proving yourself wrong. It’s a great way to counter 
the consensus program that we humans all face.  As 
more diverse and opposing ideas come onto the table, 
people let go of a single focus.
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You’ll enjoy a better end result and true consensus when you 
push the envelope a bit to be sure you have conscious and 
true agreement. 

By getting conscious and thoughtful, we can find true consen-
sus around new ideas that fuel business performance.  
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We Know Best

Mindware Program
We believe we know what’s best for our buyers.

Leadership Shift
Get out of those internal meetings and listen to buyers.

What if you knew exactly what was true in your markets? 
What if you really knew what value was compelling, what was 
important to your buyers and how to give them just what they 
wanted? 

If I had a dollar for every time I’ve heard a client tell me all 
about the amazing value of his or her offering I’d be beyond 
wealthy. That’s one example of believing we know best13. Oth-
er examples are all around our businesses, from the process 
we use to launch products to the hiring and on-boarding pro-
cess to that customer event we create every year.

All too often what we believe to be best is, in fact, less than 
compelling to others, especially those outside of our business. 
Yet we spend hours and days in team meetings making deci-
sions about what is best for those outside that team – from our 
customers to other employees to partners. 
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Influential Leadership:  
Ask Your Buyers

What if you truly knew what was best based on feedback from 
the real keepers of the truth about your value, your best op-
portunities and more? You can. 

Shifting beyond this human habit is simple. Stop assuming we 
know best and begin to ask others what they think … and then 
listen.  The truth is really simple.

Reality comes from our markets, not from  
inside our walls.

Unless you’re the one buying your offering or service, what you 
believe really doesn’t matter. The reality is that everything we 
need to know about our present and future is in the eyes and 
hearts of our customers. Creating strategies in the vacuum of 
our own corporate legends is how we fail. 

Shift Into Action

As a leader, you can instill a culture that expands beyond your 
team and outside your organization. 

– Let your employees know that their job is not to create 
the best course of action or answer but to find that 
best course by listening to those who matter – your 
customers. 

– Set a precedent with your teams for collecting feedback. 
Teach them to go beyond your best customers when 
seeking market insights. Send your teams to get out 
and listen to your unhappy customers for a reality check. 
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While they’re at it, seek the opinions of customers that 
left you or that never bought from you at all. Also, gather 
insights from those “bluebird” customers who are using 
your offerings in a new and different way. They may 
be the key to a profitable new market focus for your 
business. Collect a wide array of insights and then start 
looking for the truths that will drive business growth. 

– Instead of judging employee value based on what 
they think, value them based on how well they listen 
and apply customer knowledge to create success. 
Visibly reward team members who gather and share 
independent market information and insights as part of 
their due diligence on ideas or concepts. Make it clear 
that what we think inside the building isn’t important. 
What our buyers and markets want and believe is what 
matters.

A few simple shifts in where and how your team gathers feed-
back and information can make a significant and positive shift 
in your organization’s ability to identify and create breakout 
value for bottom- line growth. 
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Chapter 15

That’s My Job

Mindware Program
When things get tough, hang onto your turf.

Leadership Shift
Make team, not turf, the safest place of all.

Great leaders know that team is a critical foundation for suc-
cess. We also know that turf is the enemy of team. Yet turf is 
part and parcel of a threatening world and survival mind. 

That’s why avoiding those turf instincts is a challenge for lead-
ers in today’s uncertain world. Uncertainty triggers everyone’s 
threat responses and we move into defensive mode. Part of 
that defensive response is to hunker down and protect our 
turf, including our roles, responsibilities and the way we’ve 
always done it. 

The Turf Triggers

We’ve all felt our unconscious turf trigger from time to time. 
For example:
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– Have you noticed the near-immediate response to 
push back when someone tells you that you “have” to 
do something in your job?  

– Or perhaps you felt that desire to react when a new 
team member steps into your process and changes 
things suddenly? 

– Then there’s the new boss who asks a question about 
how and why you do something the way you do. Can 
you remember a question like that sending your brain 
into defensive mode?

All of these and more are examples of the turf response in 
action. 

Influential Leadership:  
Focus on Team

Individuals who fall into protecting their individual turf lose 
sight of business and personal goals. Yet traditional leader-
ship approaches often trigger a turf response. How? 

– We’ve all been the subjects of the wheel-and-spoke 
leader. They are the wheel in charge and we are all 
spokes with tiny portions of turf granted by the big 
wheel. That approach didn’t work for you, now did it?

– Then there’s the seagull leader who swoops in, looks 
for all of the problems or issues, throws out orders and 
disappears into the sunset. These leaders leave behind 
the perfect setup for turf battles over who’s wrong and 
who’s right – and the team fragments.

– Last but not least is the turf leader who consciously pit 
employees or teams against each other with the idea 
that competition fuels performance. Talk about breeding 
turf wars. 
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When it comes to teams, simple shifts can and will create 
greater team interaction, flexibility and unstoppable perfor-
mance. In most cases, it’s simply a matter of focusing on how 
to create a drive toward teaming up versus hunkering down.

Shift Into Action

Here are three simple examples of shifts that will produce 
more team and less turf.

Change your language. How we say something is more 
important than the words we use. A simple flip from directive 
to suggestive statements will shift the dynamic from threat-
ening to feeling included. Instead of telling employees they 
“have to” do something, use a suggestion. “I wonder what 
would happen if we did this? What if we could improve by try-
ing that?”  Simple shift, big results!

Give the wheel to the team. Instead of focusing on giv-
ing each person an individual area of responsibility, present 
the entire wheel (aka project) as the team’s responsibility. 

Put team members in charge of the overall goal, empower 
them to decide how best to create that wheel.  Stay along as 
their guide, but arm them with the full picture and the opportu-
nity to create the plan. 

Let them decide how to best allocate the roles and responsibili-
ties. Make it clear that there is only team success (or failure). 

Then visibly support and reward those who work together. If 
individuals pop out attempting to create their own turf, use a 
carrot to bring them back to a team focus. Make it clear that 
the team is the path to success and rewards. 

Feed the T in your Team. Common understanding and 
communication can reduce the power of turf. The more peo-
ple understand how others in the team contribute, the more 
they tend to integrate versus create turf. 
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Mix and match team assignments, creating connections be-
tween all your team members.  

If you know two team members are jousting for turf, put them 
together until the turf transforms into team. 

Shift assignments to give your employees the chance to un-
derstand others’ roles and how everyone contributes to the 
over-arching goal of your business, not just their individual 
roles, responsibilities and goals.
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But That’s the Way We’ve  
Always Done It

Mindware Program
Hang onto the way we’ve always done it.

Leadership Shift
Focus forward. The past does not predict your future.

What if you could make every decision, take every action in 
your business based on the reality in your market today and 
the trends of tomorrow? What if you could notice subtle shifts 
that create breakout opportunities for you and your value? 
What if you could see and capture emerging market opportu-
nities before your competitors even know it happened?  You 
can, when you ditch the way you’ve always done it. 

Our brains are literally wired to hang onto the past. That holds 
true in business since we were all taught in business school 
to leverage trends from the past to predict the future. That 
might work in eras of stable and steady change. In today’s 
dynamic and ever-changing economies and markets, it’s the 
kiss of death. 
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Pilots are a great example of leaders who work in a dynamic 
world. That’s why I used them as the model of success for 
my book, Defy Gravity. Pilots work in one of the most dynamic 
environments of all; everything changes all the time, from the 
wind, to the air, to the storms to whatever else may come 
along.

Do you think a pilot bases what he’s going to do next in flight 
upon what happened 100 miles ago? I hope not! That glassy 
air may soon be superseded by bumpy stuff. I want that pilot 
focused forward. 

Similarly, pilots don’t look at yesterday’s flight plan and auto-
matically assume it’s appropriate for today. They check for the 
reality of today, shifting the plan to match what’s true at this 
moment, and then they move forward.

Influential Leadership:  
Forget the RearView Mirror

Our dependence on our rearview mirror can be seen in many 
areas across our businesses: 

– We rely on the way we’ve always done it as our go-
to approach for everything from creating a new plan, 
product, data sheet or sales tool. It’s human nature to do 
just that, but that doesn’t mean it’s the best approach.

 Ask yourself, how often do you pull out last year’s plan 
and begin updating instead of starting with a blank 
whiteboard and brainstorming for tomorrow? You 
probably do the same thing for every piece of marketing 
material, sales processes and product definitions. 

 There’s nothing wrong with that approach. It’s simply 
basing our future on the past. I don’t think that’s the best 
approach for growth in a dynamic market, do you? 
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 Instead, what if you started with a blank whiteboard 
for every new plan, materials, product design and 
more? What if you consciously worked from a place 
of innovation and new ideas, rather than relying on 
yesterday’s news? 

– We target customers today based on our past 
successes, even if those customer profiles aren’t our 
best target for the future. How often do we assume the 
same customer uptake over the same period of time for 
a new product or service?  When was the last time you 
looked for an entirely new market for your offerings?  

 Once again, there’s nothing wrong with targeting our 
current customers with new products and great service. 

 Imagine how we could increase our results if we 
expanded beyond yesterday’s customers and into the 
new and emerging markets of today and tomorrow? 
What if we focused on those bluebirds that fly into 
our business, seeking our next big market opportunity 
instead of wondering why that rep ever sold that deal?  

– We avoid markets because we failed in the past. Let’s 
say we took that brave step and it didn’t go so well. 
How often do we go back and try again? Most likely we 
decide that we can’t do well in that market and we put it 
into the never again pile. 

 What if we were ahead of our time and that market is 
ripe for our success right now?  What if we needed a 
slight tuning in our packaging or distribution to create 
breakout success today?

 We should learn from our mistakes. But that doesn’t 
mean we abandon opportunity markets forever based 
on past mistakes. 

– We assume our value based on yesterday’s feedback, 
even if the world and market has moved on. How often 
have you marched into a new prospect with the value 
positioning from yesterday’s customer, only to find that 
value wasn’t that important to this new player?
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 Our buyers and markets change continuously. So must 
our value. If we rely on yesterday’s value to create 
tomorrow’s growth, we might be in for a big letdown. 

 What if we went out to our newest customers, prospects 
who barely know us and markets of tomorrow to define 
our value? What if we faced forward to define our unique 
benefits for future markets, instead of yesterday’s?

– We forecast our future based on numbers and trends 
from the past. But what if those trends are no longer true 
thanks to an ever-shifting economy and marketplace.

The past cannot predict a successful future in  
today’s dynamic markets.

That’s why it’s time to ditch that rear-view mirror. Yes, we can 
gather useful and appropriate lessons from our past. But then 
we need to break with the past and begin applying those les-
sons to our present and our future.

Shift Into Action

Twenty-first century leaders motivate and inspire their teams 
to focus forward. How?

We model the behavior we want from our teams: 

– We begin to seek out the next trend, the next customer 
opportunity or challenge, the next emerging market. 
For example, instead of pulling out last year’s plan and 
updating it, we gather the team together and begin with 
a brainstorming session around the best approach for 
today and the future. Then we use last year’s information 
as a reference. 

– We question everything. By questioning the knowns of 
the business, eliminating sacred cows and probing into 
the new and innovative, we inspire a future focus and 
out-of-the-box thinking.
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– We visibly reward those who step into new and different 
thinking, those who seek that which we do not yet 
recognize, who bring the future into our today in ideas 
that fuel innovation. 

The past may have been a good prediction for the future when 
our markets were slow to change. In today’s world, that’s no 
longer the case.  Today’s buyers are in control of the buying 
process; their needs and focus change faster than ever. New 
options appear nearly instantaneously as competition accel-
erates.

Yes, we can learn from the past, but we need to apply that 
learning to the reality of our customers today. 

Modern success comes from our keen focus on the needs of 
our markets today, and in the future.
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Shifting Out of I 

Mindware Program
We see our world through the perception of I.

Leadership Shift
Shift into the Objective Observer.

We spend most of our lives in the I perception of life.  We can’t 
help it, we’re human and that’s how we’re programmed. I is 
where we live. We filter our data, make our decisions, create 
our perceptions and even our memories, all based on our own 
mindware. 

The thing if, from I, we only see what we’ve programmed our 
minds to show us. That means we miss a lot of the available 
data.

The perspective of I also includes our expertise. We are 
guided by our past experiences and perceptions. That’s what 
creates our conscious and unconscious mindware. The more 
experience we have, the more locked into that experience we 
become. 

That’s the problem. Our expertise creates a double bind that 
we can only exit when we consciously step beyond our “knowl-
edge” and into a fresh and objective perspective.
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Influential Leadership:  
Shifting Out of I

When we shift out of I, we  access a wealth of new and diverse 
data. As we expand our data about our worlds, we expand our 
minds and our options. That’s a very good thing.

So how do you shift out of I and into a broader perspective 
even with all your experience?  Here’s an exercise, called the 
Perceptual Positions.

Imagine you’re in a negotiation with another person (or per-
sons). Or perhaps you’re having an internal dialogue about 
a decision you have to make. Or maybe you’re in a group 
discussion about an executive strategy plan. In any of these 
cases, there are 3 perceptual positions.

1st position: You’re in the 1st person, looking at whatever 
you’re discussing or doing from your own perspectives and 
beliefs. From this position, you focus on your own viewpoint. 
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2nd position: Then there’s the person or persons who is/are 
involved. They have their perspective, which to you would be 
a 2nd person perception. To them, it’s the 1st position.

3rd position: Finally, there’s the 3rd position which acts as 
an objective observer of the situation, discussion or whatever 
is happening between the 1st and 2nd position.

If you want to expand your mind with new insights and pos-
sibilities, spend some time in all three positions. Clear your 
internal dialogue from the I position and step into the other 
positions.

In the 2nd position, focus on the circumstances and require-
ments surrounding the other involved party (ies). See, hear, 
feel and think as if you were standing in their shoes. What can 
you learn? Write it down.

In the 3rd position, you have the opportunity to be an Objec-
tive Observer. You now have insights from others and your-
self. Take a step back and review all of the insights you’ve 
gathered. What do you see, hear, feel and think about the 
situation? What fresh insights did you gather? Write them 
down.

Then step back into the I position. Notice the expansion in the 
way you perceive the situation, the way you think about it and 
the new information now available to you. Can you feel the 
shift from I to a broader and more 350 perspective?  

Shift into Action

When we get objective, we can watch our actions, our thoughts 
and our decision process without attachment. That’s when we 
can also apply the appropriate facets of our expertise to the 
real situation at hand, free of assumptions based on our past.

The question is, “How do I get objective and stay objec-
tive.”  Especially if your unconscious mind is constantly auto-
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mating your thought processes and responses based on your 
past?

Here are three ideas I suggest for clients in their quest to be 
an Objective Observer.

1) Get Conscious: Before you can change anything, you 
have to be aware of it. Start by paying attention to your-
self; your responses, reactions and thoughts throughout 
your day. Just sit back and notice. Become aware of the 
things that trigger certain behaviors or thinking. Notice that 
process that you automatically start before you even con-
sciously know you’re doing it. Take note of that market fact 
that you know is true because it’s always been true. These 
are evidence of your unconscious stepping in to automati-
cally respond with a big fat known.  Whenever you see this 
happening, pay attention.

2) Go Blank: When you notice an autopilot play in action, 
stop. Take a step back and start again from scratch. Instead 
of pulling that strategy plan out to update it, start with a blank 
piece of paper. Rather than drawing that same old product 
process on the board, start with a blank whiteboard and con-
sciously look at the goal from all three perceptual positions 
– as your business, your competitor and that objective ob-
server. Don’t allow any knowns, past experiences or corpo-
rate legends onto that blank space. Only objective facts are 
allowed into your blank space. Let those facts form the basis 
of your objectivity. 

3) Walk Away: Sometimes the best way to get objective is 
to get out of your comfort zone. I like to go someplace where I 
can gather fresh insights. Talk to a new customer, brainstorm 
with friends who work in very different businesses, go listen 
to your sales or customer service team in the bullpen and tap 
into their reality. Getting out of our own four walls and into a 
different environment gives us the distance we need to get 
and stay objective.
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As the objective observer, our powers of logic, innovation, 
and creativity are kicked into overdrive. When we’re released 
from the limiting programming of the way we’ve always done 
it – there are no limits to the possibilities we can envision.
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As leaders we can significantly enhance our business and 
team performance when we leverage the power of our human 
minds to fuel productivity, innovation, communication and col-
laboration.

By understanding the mindware programs that limit our ability 
to see new opportunities, create breakout innovation, clearly 
communicate and consciously analyze our assumptions – we 
will improve the bottom-line results of our business.

The following table is a summary of the programs and shifts 
presented in Section Two.  Use it as part of your leadership 
toolkit. Your results will speak for themselves. 

PROGRAM SHIFT INTO ACTION
We assume we’re right and 
seek evidence to prove it 

•  Search for evidence to prove your 
assumptions wrong. 

•  Goal your teams to find contrary 
evidence 

•  Model a contrarian approach 
yourself.

•  Reward team members who seek 
balanced information.

We focus on the problems. •  Focus on the solution.
•  Focus on what’s working within 

your team & organization.
•  Model what’s working in other 

organizations, within and outside of 
your industry 
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PROGRAM SHIFT INTO ACTION
Status Quo Bias  We hang 
onto the way we’ve always 
done it  

•  Make the status quo unsafe.
•  Ask open ended, “What if?” 

questions.
•  Get people involved in defining the 

change  
•  Put yourself in others’ shoes, see 

thru their eyes 
•  Start with a blank whiteboard, no 

status quo allowed.

We get stuck in a negative 
mindset 

•  Model the ability to focus on the 
positive opportunities.

•  Model an attitude of opportunity.
•  Shift your rewards to focus on 

positive stories and attitudes.
•  Reward Change visibly.

We tend to be overconfident 
about our results 

•  Downsize projections and forecasts.
•  Validate with a wider and more 

diverse audience 
•  Forget the best case and focus on 

reality 
•  Build more options into your 

planning cycles 
•  Build cushion into your numbers 

and schedules 

We create patterns and see 
what we expect to see 

•  Shuffle the deck.  
•  Change the way you view your data, 

reporting, customer information, 
product information and more.  

•  When we change the way we see 
and take in information, we force 
our mind to actually see what’s 
there, not what we expect to see 

Our brain releases chemicals 
to keep us with the herd 

•  Model for your teams by stepping 
away from the herd.

•  Reward team members who step 
away from the herd.
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PROGRAM SHIFT INTO ACTION
Mental accounting means we 
value some dollars more than 
others 

•  Don’t create special categories for 
special investments 

•  Hold strategic and tactical 
investments equally.

•  Apply spending rules equitably 
across all projects 

We get stuck in the effect side 
of the equation.

•  Step into being the cause for 
everything in your world 

•  Teach your teams to do the same.

We avoid failure and blame 
others 

•  Redefine Failure.  There is no 
failure, only feedback.

•  Seek failure as an opportunity to 
learn and expand for even stronger 
success 

•  Teach teams that failure is a step 
toward success 

•  Do not allow blame into your 
teams  

We assume consensus •  Check agreement specifically with 
individuals 

•  Test with a broader audience.
•  Reward team members who 

question and challenge.
•  Stay objective and teach your teams 

to do the same  

We think we know what’s best 
in our markets  

•  Ask your buyers. They spend 
dollars  You don’t 

•  Set a precedent for a balance of 
feedback, pro and con.

•  Goal employees based on their 
insights from market interactions, 
not only their own special opinions  

•  Let teams know the goal is to find 
the best answer from whatever 
source, not to come up with the 
answer internally 
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PROGRAM SHIFT INTO ACTION
Our brain answers threats 
with a turf response.

•  Change your language, from telling 
to questioning.

•  Empower your teams to control the 
project 

•  Mix and match team assignments. 
Create flexible teams that have no 
turf.

We look to the past to define 
our future.

•  Learn from the past.
•  Focus on the future and that reality.
•  Reward team members who create 

new ideas based on today and 
tomorrow  

•  Start with a blank whiteboard, leave 
last year’s plan in the drawer  

We see the world through the 
viewpoint of I, which limits 
our perspectives.

•  Shift into all 3 perceptual positions, 
gather new insights and data 

•  Teach your teams to do the same.
•  Spend as much time as you can 

seeing, hearing feeling and thinking 
as an Objective Observer. 

•  Learn to get conscious, go blank and 
walk away to stay in the Objective 
Observer 
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Section Three

What Makes People Tick?

How to Positively Influence Every Member  
of Your Team
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Insights from our Mindware

Preference programs are part of our unconscious mindware. 
We’re all born with similar innate preference-programs struc-
tures that determine how we behave and respond to our 
world. We then individually tune our preference-programs as 
we experience and learn in our lives.

Understanding and identifying the preference programs that 
drive the individuals in our teams has a huge impact on our 
motivation, focus and ultimate results. By leveraging the pow-
er of preference programs, we will hone our leadership styles 
to fuel dramatically improved individual and team results. 

Preference Programs Basics

Think of preference programs as the operating system of our 
preferred responses in life. Preference programs are content-
free, meaning they don’t have a specific experience or story 
around them. They simply exist across all of our stored mem-
ories and data and guide our responses to our reality.

Preference programs are also completely unconscious. They 
act on our data selection and decisions about our behavior and 
beliefs without our ever knowing they are in play.  

When we understand preference programs, we get a look in-
side the processes that drive each of our individual decisions, 
behaviors, responses and just plain reactions to our world. 
Preference programs also guide our preferences for every-
thing around our daily lives, from what we do to why we do it. 
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Leadership and Preference Programs

As leaders, understanding human preference programs gives 
us deep insights into the engrained responses, thought pro-
cesses and preferences that drive our employees.  

For example, some people are motivated by moving toward 
something. Others are motivated by moving away from some-
thing. By understanding this simple preference programs, you 
will be in a position to more powerfully motivate and inspire 
the individuals on your teams. That’s just one facet of our 
powerful preference programs!

More than 20 identified preference programs determine our 
behaviors and preferences. We’ll discuss a few select pro-
grams in terms of leadership and empowering performance in 
the next chapters.
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If you’d like to know more about the other preference pro-
grams that directly influence our decisions and behaviors, you 
can reach me through my website at www.rebelbrown.com! 
I’m happy to share more information with anyone who wants 
it.
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What’s Your Motivation Direction? 

Mindware Program
Toward or Away

Leadership Shift
More effectively motivate and inspire your teams.

Since we already mentioned it, first up in our discussion is the 
direction filter, aka, the toward or away program. Understand-
ing this program empowers leaders to know exactly how to 
best motivate individuals, their peers and those farther up the 
ladder. 

We each define our specific mindware program along the 
continuum between toward or away. The infrastructure is im-
printed in our minds when we’re born.  It’s through our ex-
periences in life that we adapt this infrastructure to our spe-
cific alignment. 
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Influential Leadership:  
Leading with the Toward and Away

As leaders, we can adapt our style to match team member’s 
preferences. How? 

Watch the behavior when individuals are presented with a 
stimulus, for example a positive goal (toward) or a negative 
motivation (away). Listen and notice how they respond and 
you’ll learn what motivates individuals. Then you can begin to 
motivate each individual according to his or her specific pro-
gramming. You’ll see a range of behaviors. 

– Toward preference programs. Let’s say you discover 
that an employee has a toward program. To best lead 
that person you can create compelling goals, paint the 
picture of the toward opportunity. When we match the 
toward opportunity to the specific individual, we inspire 
and motivate. By the way, some folks are toward with a 
little away, which means you may also need to add a bit 
of away stimulus to produce the best results. 

– Away preference programs. The best motivation for 
an away motivated player is to explain why we need 
to shift/change. That doesn’t mean creating a threat. 
It does mean explaining with logic and reason why 
moving away from a behavior or process or belief is 
a positive opportunity. Finding the logical away reason 
that resonates with each individual adds to the power 
of our motivation and the ultimate results. Some people 
are away with a little toward. In these cases you’ll need 
to add the hint of an opportunity to achieve the best 
results. 
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– Toward and Away. Some people are equally balanced 
between toward and away. You’ll need to use both a 
goal and an away stimulus to best influence these folks.

We each exist somewhere on the continuum of toward or 
away. 

How powerful is it to know that we leaders can match our 
specific motivation styles to the needs of each individual’s 
program? 

Now that’s inspired leadership! 
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Everyone Has a Preference

Mindware Program
How we prefer to work.

Leadership Shift
Fuel ultimate productivity from everyone on your team.

By understanding our employees’ preferred work styles, we 
can create an environment that provides them the opportunity 
to do their best and most productive work. In today’s flexible 
workplace, this mind program offers more opportunities than 
ever before to maximize employee productivity.

Work Style Options

We all have a Work Style preference programs that defines 
the environment and work situation which supports our best 
results.  Some of us seek quiet and introspection, some need 
constant external stimulation. 

When we work in our ideal work environment, we flourish. 
When we are forced to work in a style that is uncomfortable or 
outside of our programming, we won’t deliver our best results.  
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Influential Leadership:  
Match People with their Best Situation

Some of us are loners. We work best in quiet spaces with little 
interactions or external distractions. Put loners in a busy office 
and they have a hard time concentrating or creating. Put them 
in a quiet solo environment and they’ll produce quality work.

Some of us need lots of interaction. We need the stimulus of 
others, the water cooler conversations and bustling energy of 
a busy office space to do our best work. Put these folks in a 
solo environment and their creativity decreases, as does their 
job satisfaction.

Some of us need a blend.  Some people need the solo time to 
create and produce. Then they need time with others to inter-
act and gather new insights and data. The internet and social 
media has blessed all of us with the ability to flourish in this 
work style. We can create in the quiet of a home office, yet 
anytime we need a shot of people interaction, we can simply 
log on!

Matching the work environment to the needs of individual 
work styles enhances team performance. Think about your 
own style and then ask yourself if you get better results in 
certain environments than in others. I bet you’ll find your own 
work style preference empowers you to better productivity.

How do you find out which style your employees prefer? Ask 
them!  

Simply inquire about a work situation when they were the hap-
piest and when they knew they were in their “groove” of opti-
mum performance. 
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Everyone Has a Preference

Listen, watch and learn what works best for them.

Then, give your team members the environment they need. 
They’ll give you back the results you want. 
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Chapter 21

The Why Behind What We Do

Mindware Program
What motivates us to do what we do.

Leadership Shift
Match people with their best roles for success.

Understanding why people decide to do what they do offers 
deep leadership insights into their focus and motivation. We 
can use this filter to match people to their best roles in our or-
ganization and to motivate and inspire their best performance.

Our Reason filter, also known as the Possibility or Necessity 
preference program, is one of the filters we use in our deci-
sions to take action.

If you ask people why they do what they do in their lives, you’ll 
get a variety of answers. Some folks chose their career be-
cause it was something they had to do to pay the bills. Others 
chose their profession because of the possibilities to change 
the world, make a difference, interact with new people and so 
on.

That’s the simple difference between a person motivated by 
Necessity versus Possibility.
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People motivated by necessity do things because it’s what 
they have to do. They don’t create big future visions – they 
take life as it comes and deal with things as they come. 
When they need something new, they find out what’s avail-
able, accept what’s there and move along. 

Folks who act on necessity tend to stick with what they have 
as long as it’s working. They’ll stay in the same job, home, re-
lationship or car until it’s necessary for them to change. They 
like what’s safe, known and comfortable. That’s why high ne-
cessity folks tend to stay at the same company for years and 
years. 

If you want to motivate this person, show them why something 
is necessary and important. They’ll do the rest. 

People motivated by possibility do things because they 
want to do them. These folks see the endless possibilities 
and the opportunity for development of new things as part 
of evolution. 

Possibility folks are constantly seeking new things, new  
experiences and new ways of being. They tend to be rest-
less, constantly seeking the new and different stimulus and 
are risk takers. That’s why high- possibility folks tend to move 
between jobs and/or companies frequently. 

If you want to motivate this person – show them the limitless 
options and potential of the project you have for them. They’ll 
light up and step into their best results. 

Some of us filter in both ways. We don’t always filter in one 
way or another, depending on the specific situation. In our 
business we may filter based on necessity: in our personal life 
we may choose our lifestyle and mate based on the possibili-
ties we see.  

As leaders we need to determine how someone is responding 
to a specific project and then him or her accordingly. 
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The Why Behind What We Do

Influential Leadership:  
The Right Role for the Right Person

How folks are motivated through possibility and necessity 
also offers us insights into effectively matching individuals to 
job requirements. For example:

– Necessity folks often form the backbone of any 
organization’s culture. They come on board and remain 
for years and even decades. If you’re filling a job that 
needs longevity, pick the necessity candidate. If you 
need to know exactly what needs to be done and that it 
is done, pick necessity. When you have essential tasks, 
necessity is your choice.

– Possibility folks are the visionaries, those folks who 
start that new division on a shoestring, who step into an 
unknown opportunity and thrive on the risk. If you need 
a cheerleader to show the rest of your organization 
the excitement in that new product, or to engage your 
buyers with the opportunities from that new product, the 
possibility candidate is your best choice.

When you understand why people do what they do, you gath-
er keen insights into their best roles and the best ways to 
motivate them. 

Simply ask why they do what they do and then listen. 

Then, apply your newfound awareness of their special  
mindware to place them in the best role, offer them well-
matched responsibilities and motivate them to their  
ultimate performance. 
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Chapter 22

What Does it Take to  
Convince You?

Mindware Program
How are we convinced about something?

Leadership Shift
Move your teams to agreement, easily and effectively.

Understanding a person’s convincer strategy lets you know 
exactly what and how you can move them to agreement. This 
strategy is important for all of us as we communicate and col-
laborate in our modern world. 

We’ve all met someone who only needs one or two pieces of 
evidence to be convinced about our strategy, product, service 
or approach. We’ve also met someone who took every bit of 
evidence we had and still needed more to be convinced.

Welcome to the convincer strategy. Our convincer strategies 
determine what it takes to convince us of anything – from a 
good idea to a good person to a good job. We all have our 
own unique convincer strategies. We may also have different 
strategies for different types of situations.
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What Does it Take to Convince You? 

Understanding what it takes to convince someone is a great 
skill for all of us. Imagine knowing exactly how to convince 
others of the value of your idea or offer. Then imagine being 
prepared with the exact insights and information they need to 
come on board and stay on board.

Influential Leadership:  
Applying the Convincer Strategy

Each of our convincer strategies has two parts. Part one is 
focused on the way we become convinced. Part two tells us 
the number of times we need to be convinced. 

What Convinces Us? 

Our senses drive our individual convincer strategies. Once we 
understand which sensory data others need to be convinced, 
we understand what we need to show, tell or share to gain 
their agreement. 

How do we learn how they are convinced? Ask them a few 
questions about how they were convinced about a recent be-
lief, behavior or decision. For example:

Think back to a time when you had a great boss. How did you 
know that person was a great boss?

Did you see something that convinced you?

Did you hear something?

Did you get a feeling?

Did you read some information?

People may give responses that cover more than one sensory 
input. For example they may need to see, then read some-
thing. Or they may need to hear about your idea, then feel 
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good about their decision. In the first case you need to give 
them visual information first, then details and facts to read. In 
the second case you need to tell them about your idea or proj-
ect for them and then use the appropriate motivational style for 
them to feel good about it. 

Once you understand that type of information someone 
needs to be convinced, you then want to know how many 
times it takes to convince the person using that information. 

For example, let’s say one of your team members needs to 
hear from three other people before they are convinced about 
the validity of an idea. What does that mean to you?

It means you need to have three other team members on 
board before you approach this person about the change or 
the idea.  As soon as you approach him or her, have the other 
three folks ready to voice their approval and support. 

Let’s say you have a customer who needs to read a 3rd party 
opinion before they are convinced. That means you need to 
have that independent evaluation ready to hand to them as 
soon as you present your idea.  

Once we understand someone’s convincer, we have the infor-
mation we need to guide them to come on board, fully.

How Often Do we Need to be Convinced?

The second facet of our convincer relates to time. How much 
time, how many repetitions and how consistently does some-
one need to receive the required sensory data to become and 
remain convinced?

We can ask questions to discover this part of their strategy 
as well.  For example, as an extension of the above question:

How quickly did you decide that boss was a great boss? 

I decided immediately

I had to work with them successfully a number of 
times then decided
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I had to work with them over a period of time to 
be comfortable

I had to see their positive behaviors consistently 
after I made the decision.

Some people only need for you to prove your idea once. 
Others need it repeatedly over a period of time. Still  
others, well, you’ll need to prove it every day for them.

Shift Into Action

Understanding individual’s convincer strategies helps us build 
the rapport and trust we need to act as successful leaders. 
Aside from knowing what it takes to convince someone, we 
can also give specific attention to each of our team’s needs. 
They’ll feel more comfortable with us and their role, which will 
drive productivity and performance.  

For example:

– For those that require constant convincing, you’ll know 
that you need to do or share something every day to 
keep them involved and motivated. The convincing can 
be about you and your leadership, about the goal, the 
project or others in the team. Maybe they need to be 
told they’re doing a great job, perhaps they need public 
rewards. These folks simply need more consistent 
validation, so – give it to them.

– Other folks are easy to convince. Once you show them 
the appropriate information, they are yours for life. They 
are not really more trusting, they’re simply running 
a different program than those who need constant 
convincing.

– Then there are the folks who range between the two 
extremes. Maybe they need a word of praise, a reminder 
of the value of the project or perhaps input from others 
that the goal is important. Whatever their strategy, give 
them what they need and they will stay onboard and 
motivated.
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The convincer strategy gives leaders more insights into how 
to successfully create a powerful belief and trust. Whether 
you need to convince someone of the power and appropriate-
ness of your product, goal or process, the convincer is a great 
path. By the way, it works in our personal lives and relation-
ships, too.
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Chapter 23

Sorting Our World

Mindware Program
What motivates us to action.

Leadership Shift
Motivate individuals to action.

When we understand how people sort their experiences, we 
understand another facet of what motivates them. With that 
understanding, we can better inspire and motivate them to 
personal and professional success. 

We all sort events in our world to decide what motivates us.

– Some of us look at our interactions in terms of what’s in 
it for us.

– Others sort our world based on what we can do for 
others.

We all fall somewhere on the continuum between sorting  
solely for ourselves or sorting for others. Most of us are a 
blend.
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Sorting Our World

Influential Leadership:  
Leading with the Sort

To understand how people are sorting at any moment, watch 
how much attention they pay to others. 

– Can you tell they are interested and listening? 

– Are they leading forward, nodding their heads and 
enthusiastic? 

– Are they looking at their smart phone, staring at the 
ceiling and generally distracted? 

– Are they willing to “take one for the team?” Or are they 
more likely to protect themselves at all costs? 

Watch behaviors and you’ll soon understand everyone’s sort-
ing programs.

Sorting on Self

These are the people who sort the world and make decisions 
based on what’s in it for them. You can best motivate these 
folks by framing the goal based on the benefits they will re-
ceive. Focus your motivation around areas that you know are 
important to them personally and professionally.

These folks probably aren’t the best choice for customer-fac-
ing responsibilities. On the other hand, if you need someone 
to monitor and maintain standards or rules within the organi-
zation, sorting by self provides a keen benefit. They won’t be 
swayed based on popular vs. unpopular decisions. The key 
is to make sure these folks stay focused on their specific task 
and don’t move away from their goal, based on their own spe-
cific needs or opinions.
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Sorting by Others

Motivating these folks is all about presenting the benefits for 
the overall organization or for their specific team. Couch the 
benefits in terms of their contribution for the good of the mass-
es; show them the value they can give to others. Remember, 
these folks are inspired to transform our world!

People who sort based on helping others are obviously great 
candidates for customer-facing roles. They’re also great for 
human resources or other “other- focused” responsibilities. 
The key is to provide the balance to make sure that these 
individuals don’t become so enthralled with what others need 
and want that they lose sight of what’s best for the business.

We all sort by ourselves and by others at different points in 
our lives. That’s a good thing because there are times when 
each is appropriate. 

By paying attention to how our teams sort their world, we can 
manage them appropriately, making them happier contribu-
tors and as we all reach company and individual goals.
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Chapter 24

How We Frame Our Decisions

Mindware Program
Do we frame our decisions externally or internally?

Leadership Shift
Match the right people to the right job.

We all have a frame of reference that guides our business 
decisions; what’s good/bad, appropriate/inappropriate, suc-
cessful or not so much.  

Our frame of reference also frames our decisions about the 
rest of our world. Everything in our world. We either have an 
internal or an external frame of reference, or a balance be-
tween these options. 

– Internal frames of reference decide based only on 
internal beliefs or feelings. Internals don’t really care 
what others think. Decisions, behaviors and beliefs 
arise from inside themselves. Few of us are totally 
internal, so folks on this side of the continuum tend to 
make a decision and then do an external check on its 
validity or on the consequences of a behavior.

– External frames of reference decide based on what 
others think or how the external environment will 
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respond. Everything they say, do or believe is based 
on what others think.  Externals are driven by whatever 
others want or need or believe. They can be susceptible 
to powerful personalities and charismatic beliefs. Again, 
pure externals are rare so most externals make a 
decision based on others, then do an internal check to 
be sure they are okay with their decision or behavior.

– Balanced frames of reference make decisions based on 
a balanced viewpoint of internal feelings and thoughts 
blended with external inputs and experiences.

Shift Into Action

Imagine you need someone to fill a new role that is all about 
keeping your organization on track with required standards or 
processes. 

How do you decide whom to select for the job? One aspect 
that’s important is frame of reference. You want someone 
who will think for himself or herself, apply the rules you require 
and not be swayed by the opinions or reactions of others.  An 
internal frame of reference fits that bill.

Or, let’s say you need a product manager to collect insights 
from the market about a new product offering and its best 
value. For this role you want someone who is able to throw 
away personal beliefs and opinions and listen to the beliefs 
and needs of your audience – aka your buyers. In this case an 
external frame of reference is the best option. 

Frames of reference are very important when it comes to 
matching people to specific job responsibilities. Frames of 
reference also help us understand how someone is going to 
make a decision and follow through on it.
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If you want to get the best performance out of an internal 
frame of reference person, be sure he or she is 100% behind 
the project, role, job or deliverable. If so, you’ll get the job 
done. If not, you’ll hear excuses for delays, process changes 
and generally limited results.

If you want to get the best performance out of an external 
frame of reference person, be sure that he or she sees, hears 
and feels that everyone in the team agrees with the direc-
tion, project or deliverable AND that the team sees this person 
as the responsible party. If the team agrees visibly, you’ll get 
your work. If not, well, expect delays and excuses.
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Chapter 25

What’s Your Chunk?

Mindware Program
How much and at what level we communicate.

Leadership Shift
How to clearly communicate with everyone you meet.

Clear communication comes from managing our chunks – 
and I’m not talking about your body type.

Chunks refer to a) how much and b) the type of information 
that best fits our individual processing styles. We each have 
our own style of communicating and receiving information. 
Some of us chatter away in paragraphs, others share single 
words or grunts. We also each have a unique type of infor-
mation we need to be motivated and ready to move forward. 
Specifically, some of us only want the big picture and others 
need all the details.
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What’s Your Chunk?

Influential Leadership:  
Matching Their Chunks

By matching the style of others, we can more clearly commu-
nicate. Here’s how.

The Paragraph versus the Single Word

We all know someone who answers our question with a novel. 
Those are really big chunkers when it comes to communicat-
ing information. They want and need large quantities of data.  

We also all know people who answer a question with a single 
word answer or a grunt, no matter how much you try to draw 
them out. These are the little chunkers who want and need 
small quantities of information.

And then there is everyone in between; those who want sin-
gle sentences, two sentences, paragraphs and every other 
combo.

Matching the chunk size of another person is a proven way 
to create rapport and communicate clearly. When you match 
their chunk size you can know that you’re communicating ex-
actly the amount of information their mind is accustomed to 
processing. That’s why I teach chunk sizing when I’m train-
ing sales and marketing folks, as well as leaders. This simple 
matching process can and will clarify and empower all com-
munication.

Big Picture or the Details

Another and important aspect of chunking when it comes to 
leadership has to do with the type of information we want 
and need. Some of us are the big picture people, others care 
about the details. 
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We’ve all had a boss who didn’t want to hear about the details 
of what was stalling our project. All he or she cared about was 
when it was going to be done.  

Then there’s the boss who micromanages everything, want-
ing to know as much as you do about the project, process or 
plan. That’s another style of chunking at work.

When we recognize the type of information other people need 
to be comfortable and to feel fully informed, we can match the 
details of the data we share to their specific needs. That ac-
celerates and streamlines communication. If we give big-pic-
ture people the details, they zone out and can get impatient. 
If we only give the big- picture information to detailed people, 
we leave them wanting more. 

How people chunk also gives us insights into how they think. 
Global-to-detail thinkers are deductive in their reasoning. De-
tail-to-global thinkers are inductive in their reasoning. Deduc-
tive thinking tends to be the standard in our world today, yet 
by its nature it limits our perceptions and range of information. 
Inductive thinkers, on the other hand, tend to lend themselves 
to innovation and creative insights. Every organization needs 
a combination of both types of thinkers; deductives to analyze 
and manage the “facts” and inductives to break the mold and 
create new ideas, markets and opportunities. 

Matching the level of information to someone else is pretty 
darned easy. Just watch and listen for a while. Simply share 
the same type of information that he or she naturally shares 
with others.

By the way, as a big chunker, I now understand why I feel like 
I’m pulling teeth when I’m trying to get a little chunker to give 
me the amount of data I need. The same thing goes for all 
those pesky details being shared with me when all I wanted 
was a status. I can only imagine how I used to overload small 
chunkers with my paragraphs of information. 
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Begin practicing as you identify your own chunking prefer-
ence, and then those of others. Practice matching others’ 
chunking styles when communicating. You’ll see, hear and 
feel the difference in your communications! And you’ll be able 
to better slot people into roles that match the way they reason 
and think about the world. 
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Section Three Summary

We all have a number of preference programs, filters and per-
sonal programs that drive each of us. Using one preference 
programs to determine how a person functions is like looking 
through only one facet of a diamond. We can and will gather 
valuable insights. 

That said, the more facets of information we capture, from a 
variety of preference programs and observations of behavior, 
the better leaders we will become.

The simple insights into preference programs shared in this 
chapter can and will take your leadership to new levels. Try 
using this information for a month and be prepared for big 
results!

The following table is a summary of the preference programs, 
how we can determine our employees’ specific preference 
programs and how we can use this information to fuel perfor-
mance and results.

PREFERENCE  
PROGRAMS

QUESTIONS TO 
ASK

LEADERSHIP OP-
PORTUNITY

Direction Filter
(Toward or Away) 

What do you want in a 
car, job, relationship? 
What’s important to 
you about_____?

Notice whether their 
answers are toward 
or goal or away from 
something they don’t 
want.

Learn how to motivate 
your team members 
based on their 
individual direction 
strategies  
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PREFERENCE  
PROGRAMS

QUESTIONS TO 
ASK

LEADERSHIP OP-
PORTUNITY

Association 
Preference
(Independent, 
Team Player, 
Management 
Player) 

Tell me about a work 
situation in which you 
were the happiest, a 
one-time event. 

Notice whether they 
describe a situation 
where they were 
independent, in a team 
or management.

Create the best 
situation for each 
individual employee’s 
optimum performance, 
productivity and 
results  

Reason Filter  
(Possibility or 
Necessity)

Why are you choosing 
to do what you’re 
doing? 

Notice – is their 
decision because of the 
potential or because 
they have to do this?

Match people to 
their best roles and 
responsibilities. 

Convincer Strategy
(What does it take 
to convince you?)

How do you know 
when someone is doing 
a good job? 
Do you see something?
Do you hear 
something?
Do you feel something?
Does someone do 
something? 

Notice what they need 
to experience to be 
convinced. 

Understand how to 
bring team players into 
agreement with overall 
direction and individual 
focus areas. 
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PREFERENCE  
PROGRAMS

QUESTIONS TO 
ASK

LEADERSHIP OP-
PORTUNITY

Convincer Strategy
(How many times 
do I have to 
convince you?)

How often does 
someone have 
to demonstrate 
competence before 
you’re convinced?

Automatic
Number of times
Period of time
Consistently

Notice how they 
answer and note 
their frequency to be 
convinced.

Understand how 
many times and how 
often you need to 
check back to keep 
employees motivated 
and convinced of their 
role and its validity and 
importance 

Sorting Our World
(What’s in it for me 
or What can I do 
for others?”)

Simply notice whether 
someone is motivated 
for themselves or for 
others. 

For example, Are they 
willing to “take one for 
the team?” Or are they 
more likely to protect 
themselves at all costs?

Understand how to 
motivate individuals. 
Also, match people to 
their best roles and 
responsibilities. 

Frame of Reference
(External or 
Internal or combo)

How do you know 
when you’re doing a 
good job? 

Notice whether they 
seek external validation 
or internal or some 
combo of the two. 

Learn how to motivate 
and reassure team 
members  Understand 
how to motivate within 
the team   Match 
people to their best 
roles 

Chunk Size
(Global/Detailed)

If we were doing a 
project together, would 
you want to know 
the big picture first or 
the details?  Would 
you need the other 
information?

Understand how 
people think 
and process 
information. Improve 
communication. Match 
people to their best 
roles  
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The Bottom Line 

We are humans in business and our human mind processes 
our information, guides our thinking, chooses our decisions 
and directs our decisions. 

When we shift into an intuitive leadership approach founded 
in a knowledge of how our human mind works, we have an 
opportunity to fuel new levels of productivity, innovation and 
collaboration within our organizations. When we choose to 
shift our leadership styles to take into account and to lever-
age, the unconscious mindware that is driving today’s human 
behaviors and beliefs – we can and will lead our human teams 
to do and be more. 

Leaders who put the technology of our mind to work for our 
business will fuel the next generation of performance and  
results. 

Welcome to the shift – into the next generation of Influential 
Leadership!
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Resources

1 Numerous studies exist that estimate unconscious control of our 
thoughts and behavior to range from 90-95%.  For an interest-
ing read on this aspect of our minds, I recommend the book, 
Subliminal: How your Unconscious Mind Rules Your Behavior 
by Leonard Mlodinow 

2 Learn more about the Many Worlds Quantum Theory. http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Many-worlds_interpretation 

3 Source: FLOW. The Psychology of Optimal Experience, http://
www.amazon.com/Flow-The-Psychology-Optimal-Experience/
dp/0061339202

4 For a definition of Quantum Mechanics, http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Quantum_mechanics

5 For more information on your mind’s chemical responses to 
stress, http://health.nytimes.com/health/guides/symptoms/
stress-and-anxiety/the-body’s-response html 

6 For more insights on over confidence and selective observation 
with regard to numbers, see Belsky and Gilovich in Why Smart 
People Make Big Money Mistakes and How to Correct Them.

7 For more insights into status quo bias, http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Status_quo_bias  or William Samuelson and Richard Zeck-
hauser, ‘Status-quo bias in decision making,’ Journal of Risk 
and Uncertainty or http://phys.org/news187878622.html 

8 See Pierre Wack’s two-part article, ‹Scenarios: Uncharted wa-
ters ahead,s Harvard Business Review, and ‘Scenarios: Shoot-
ing the rapids,’ Harvard Business Review, November–Decem-
ber.

9 There are a number of studies concerning how we make 
choices. Some are focused on pricing, some on testing, 
some on grocery store placement. Regardless of the focus, 
we tend to select whatever is in the middle. Here are links 
to a couple of these studies. http://www.overcomingbias.
com/2009/01/why-we-like-middle-options-small-menus.html  
http://pss.sagepub.com/content/6/1/50.short?patientinform-
links=yes&legid=sppss;6/1/50 

10 For more insights on the herd instinct, see http://www.dana.
org/news/features/detail.aspx?id=29338   or http://www.doc-
tortipster.com/7812-new-study-shows-link-between-patients-
conformity-and-certain-brain-region.html
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Resources

11 Read more on Wikipedia  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Men-
tal_accounting  or download this whitepaper for more infor-
mation on mental accounting. http://faculty.chicagobooth.
edu/Richard.Thaler/research/pdf/mental%20accounting%20
and%20consumer%20choice.pdf

12 See Belsky and Gilovich for more insights on consensus. 
13 Groupthink: Psychological Studies of Policy Decisions and Fias-

coes, Boston: Houghton Mifflin, June 1982.


